


The Adventures Of Chris�an The Lion Cub

Dear Chris�an,

 

These stories contain everything I know to be true about life. They are
everything I wish I had known when I was a cub, as you are – wide-eyed

and with a future, as bright as the brightest star, ahead of you.

I pray these truths would be your inheritance and that in them being your
inheritance, they would become the inheritance of many.

Remember, it just takes one to believe.

It just takes one roar to make the whole world sit up and listen.

Introducing to you, “Chris�an the Lion Cub”. Chris�an is a bit like you. He
has an insa�able curiosity for life, a contagious joy and a determined spirit.
He’s also bright and wide-eyed. You would like him. He lives among many

animals in the Rainbow Forest but he is ‘unique in all the forest’.

And so it begins…

The Rainbow Forest isn’t like other forests. It’s a place where lions and
zebras and fireflies are best friends. It’s a place where the boundaries
between Africa and Australia and the Americas and Asia and Europe
disappear, where koalas cling to giraffe's necks, and kangaroos hop besides
panda bears.

The Rainbow Forest is also where Chris�an the Lion Cub lives.

These are the adventures of the bright and wide-eyed cub, who also
happens to be the best storyteller in the forest!

 

Chapter 1 - The Reason For It All

.

There are many stories in the Rainbow Forest. They are woven into the
greater story of the forest. They are told from animal to animal. Some have



shaped the animal’s understanding of one another. Some have been the
hope of animals during uncertain �mes. Some have been the joy of cubs
and foals and fledglings.

Many have been passed from mother, or father, to son and daughter –
from lioness and lion, to cub.

But there is a �me in every animal’s life when an animal wants to search
deeper, to see beyond the veil of stories, to the very heartbeat of the
forest. It is this way even from when an animal is a cub, as Chris�an the
Lion Cub was. On this par�cular day, where this one story begins, Chris�an
was about to begin his greatest adventure yet – an adventure which would
colour all of his subsequent adventures. He didn’t know it though. Does
any animal in the Rainbow Forest ever an�cipate the magic moment which
forever alters his or her des�ny?

 

 

Now Chris�an’s father shared many things with him. He taught him about
the ways of the forest, about life beyond the furthest trees on the horizon,
about the animals and their peculiari�es … then silly stuff, like how to
pretend one has a moustache by placing the tu� of one's tail between
one's nose and pouted lips. Despite all the fun father and son got up to,
Chris�an took his dad quite seriously.

One morning, Chris�an and his dad were lying side by side in the shade of
a tree, exhausted from the summer's heat, when Chris�an asked him:
“How do you know so much?”

While there were many knowledgeable animals in the forest, his dad knew
special truths that had nothing to do with facts and dates and weights and
measurements. He knew that the wind always blew the hardest when a
blessing was on its way. When Chris�an saw the leaves harassed and
s�rred by stormy winds and felt the rain hardest against his back, he would
run home and tell his dad, “Get ready!”, and they would wait together,
un�l the storm had calmed and across the grey canvas of the sky, a
beau�ful rainbow appeared.



Who else saw life in this way?

Chris�an’s ques�on to his father on this morning caught the lion off guard.
His father sweat from his furry brow with a paw, before answering: "How
do I know so much?” he repeated the ques�on.

“Yes,” said the cub.

“I have lived many years Chris�an," he said. "I have learned to listen. When
you listen, you learn. But more importantly, I have learned to listen for the
s�ll, small voice of the King of the forest."

His father's eyes sparkled convincingly as he spoke and Chris�an wanted to
know more.

"The King?" the cub asked.

"Don't you know?" the grown lion con�nued, "He's the Creator of the
whole Rainbow Forest.”

"The King,” Chris�an mused, not asking any par�cular ques�on, but
thinking about what had been said in his deepest of thoughts. “Is he a lion
Dad?” he asked, a�er some delibera�on.

“I’d like to believe that He is a Lion,” Chris�an’s father said, “…A Lion,
among other things.”

Chris�an smiled. “I've heard some stories about the King," he said.

“You have,” asked the grown lion.

The cub nodded. “Too many.”

Chris�an's father lowered his voice to a whisper, "They aren't stories,
Chris�an. There's a real King and He's alive… roaring all the �me."

"I don't hear any roars," frowned the cub.

"That's where the listening comes in," said Chris�an's father. "A special
kind of listening is needed to hear Him. You must listen with your ears, and
then past your ears, all the way down to your heart."



“Right…” Chris�an repeated. “With your ears… and then past your ears...all
the way down to your heart.”

“He’s the one who made all of this,” his father stood to his feet, and turned
to present the Rainbow Forest to his cub, encouraging his son to see it for
the very first �me. “He made Kimba’s pouch,” he said, “Such a clever thing
to give a kangaroo to carry her valuables around.”

Chris�an grinned. His kangaroo friend was such a prima donna with her
pouch, stashing all of her girly things away in it. At �mes she carried her
brother Joe-Joe around with her. Then, when they went on adventures, she
helped carry the map, or morning’s refreshments, or rope, or compass, in
that same pouch.

“He made Mila’s tail-end torch,” the lion con�nued.

“That’s very smart,” said Chris�an. “It’s like Mila has her flashlight with her
everywhere she goes.”

“Yes, and he made Zebulun’s stripes.”

“So then He will know best whether Zeb is a black or white horse…”

Chris�an’s father nodded, “He will. He’s the King.” He considered his cub a
moment. “…And he made you, Chris�an. He made you unique in all of the
forest.”

The cub had made many different things before. One �me, he had taken
branches and some palm leaves and fashioned a makeshi� playhouse. He
had been so proud of his house; he had shown it to all of his friends.
Everyone had gone inside to inspect his fine artwork… everyone, that is,
except for Jonty, the giraffe. They had tried to get him inside, even made a
hole in the roof for his neck to s�ck out of… but eventually they had
decided to change their game, and Jonty had agreed to be the next-door-
neighbour, using a hedged-in area nearby the playhouse as his special
house.

As a creator of fine things, Chris�an understood what ‘crea�ng’ meant.
S�ll, he couldn’t imagine someone making him – an actual lion.



He stuck out his claws one by one. They were like daggers. He trailed his
tongue along his teeth. Killer spikes. He was, as his parents said, ‘fearfully
made’.

"Is this same King the one who taught you so many things?” he asked his
dad.

“The same one,” said his father, reclining beside the cub.

“You couldn’t possibly tell me you have met him.”

"I'm convinced He is here with us, in the forest," said his father.

"Then I should be able to meet him too?" said the cub.

“Should be able to?” frowned the grown lion. “Oh, it’s very possible
Chris�an! We could set up such a mee�ng!”

This was how Chris�an's biggest adventure began and how the Rainbow
Forest's greatest storyteller stepped into an even greater story… and it all
began there in the shade of a Liquidambar tree, which in the morning sun
appeared to be on fire, even as cub and lion sat beneath it. Chris�an's bare
paws hardly no�ced the heat of sand, burning as the sun penetrated
through the tree’s branches to leave dancing halos on the ground beneath.

He skipped around on the fiery sand with excitement: "Is this a story Dad
or is it really possible to arrange to meet with him?"

“No and yes,” said his father.

To set up a mee�ng with such an important King would mean they would
have to find the most polite, professional le�er-bird to deliver a mee�ng
request, or formal invita�on. Tinks, the family’s honeyguide would be the
best op�on. A wee thing with a �mid temperament, she would get the job
done with determined, conscien�ous effort.

“Tinks’ services won't be necessary,” said Chris�an’s father. The li�le lion
con�nued to trot in circles around him. “Come!” the grown stood up,
speaking with kingly authority. “Follow me.” He shook his mane as he
stood up and his eyes burned with fire and kindness as he turned towards



the forest path, and began to walk regally along it. Chris�an followed his
dad, moving with the contours of his shadow. Whereas his father’s gait was
steady and sure, Chris�an’s was the skip and hop of a young, exuberant
animal.

The path was overgrown with ground cover and skirted by wild
strawberries, but Chris�an hardly no�ced the en�cing strawberries, as they
journeyed towards the outskirts of the vast canopy of trees.

As they walked, the cub silently rehearsed what he might say to the King
upon mee�ng him. He decided he would refer to the King as ‘Your
Majesty’. It was the correct and proper way to address royalty. He would
comment on the good weather they had had in the Rainbow Forest as of
late – sunny and warm. Perhaps, say something about what a good job the
King had done in making him. No, that would sound conceited. A simple,
“Thank you for making me” - followed by a second bow - would sound
be�er.

The path led to a familiar clearing and as they reached its centre,
Chris�an’s father paused, before announcing: “We are here!”

Chris�an felt a li�le surprised. “We are here?” he asked.

“This is the place,” said the grown lion. “Do you remember it? We have had
some of our best chats here.”

His father nosed the stump of a log forward, “He – the King - can sit here.”

“On a log?” Chris�an asked

“It’s not quite a throne,” said his dad, “But it will do.” No�cing his son’s
concern, he smiled: “Trust me.” He con�nued: “… There are some things
you should know, or rather, remember, before I call the King.”

“Yes?” Chris�an stepped in closer to his father to hear him be�er.

“… Remember to keep your eyes closed. I would advise this for the first
mee�ng.”

Chris�an frowned: "Are you sure?”



His dad explained: “He is very bright; brighter than the sun. Your eyes
might hurt if you look directly at Him.”

“Ok, ok,” said the cub. He supposed a mee�ng with the King with his eyes
closed was be�er than no mee�ng at all.

His father con�nued: “Then, his voice is like thunder, so He usually speaks
in a whisper. He would hurt your ears otherwise.”

“Ok,” Chris�an frowned. "But what if I can't hear Him?

“Listen,” said his dad.

“I know,” said Chris�an. “…With my ears, and then further than my ears…
al l the way down to my heart.”

“Good cub,” laughed his dad. “Then, you should know that He is really big.”

Chris�an’s heart leapt, just a li�le.

“Because He is big, He will arrive on �ppy-toes,” explained his dad. “You
probably won’t even hear him arriving. He doesn’t want to scare you or
anything.”

“Right,” the cub frowned: “He’s bright… I must keep my eyes closed. He
speaks in a small whisper and He arrives on �ppy-toes. Got it.”

The last thing Chris�an saw before he closed his eyes was his dad winking
at him, as he wished him the best.

Alone in the clearing, he wondered whether or not the King had arrived.
He felt just a li�le scared - and just a bit small and vulnerable- si�ng there
alone and wai�ng. What if the King asked him a ques�on he couldn’t
answer?

A�er wai�ng a few minutes, he felt a gentle wind caress his fur. Was that
him, coming on �ppy-toes? Chris�an imagined the trail of his majes�c robe
passing by. With all of the courage he had, he bowed his head: “It is my
honour, Your Majesty.”



He listened carefully for the King’s whispered response. The King really did
speak so�ly as his father had explained to him. Chris�an realised he must
be a very loud King to be making his voice so gentle and unassuming, for
the li�le cub.

“My name is Chris�an,” the cub said. “I know this is a big request Your
Majesty, but I would like it very much if you would be my teacher, as you
have taught my father.”

He waited again for the King’s response. In the s�llness, he felt his heart li�
up and fill with an unexplainable peace. The King must’ve said ‘yes’.

Chris�an felt a li�le silly at �mes, talking on and on, with the King
responding in such a gentlemanly whisper. S�ll, he con�nued to speak. He
told the King how much he loved the berries that grew at the forest’s edge.
He asked the King how come there was a tu� of fur at the end of his tail
and why he had to close his eyes to sleep.

Eventually, curiosity got the be�er of him and he opened his eyes, just a
li�le, to catch a glimpse of the King. He had become comfortable in the
King’s presence and reasoned peeping just a li�le would be alright, since
he o�en scrunched his eyes trying to look at the sun.

When he saw nothing, he peeped again, this �me through his paws. S�ll
nothing. He opened his eyes wide. There was no-one there. The log stump
- the throne - remained empty.

“Dad!” he shouted.

His father came running.

“There is no one there, Dad!” Chris�an punched the air with a paw in
frustra�on. “You made it all up!”

“Before you get angry with me..." his father began.

"Did you make it all up?” Chris�an scowled.

“Of course not," said the older lion. “There really is a King and He really is a
giant who is bright as the sun, with a voice as loud as thunder.”



“Then, where is He?” Chris�an asked.

His father spoke in a gentle voice now: “He isn’t like us, you know. He’s
bigger than big, and He’s brighter than bright, and louder than loud. But
you are a li�le cub – a Chris�an the Lion Cub. He must take this into
account when He meets with you.”

Chris�an realised his father sincerely believed he was telling him the truth.

“Tell me, did He say anything to you?” his father con�nued.

Chris�an thought about this for a moment and a smile spread across his
face. “If I told you he said nothing, I would be lying."

"Oh yes?" the older lion seemed interested to hear what he had to say.

"He said I must come back again," Chris�an said under his breath. He didn’t
know how he knew this, he just knew the peace he had felt in his heart
when he has asked the King to be his teacher was real, and was so
compelling, he wanted to return.

"That's fantas�c!" said his father, smiling from ear to ear now, his eyes
ablaze. “Then you shall. You shall come back again Chris�an the Lion Cub!
Come on then, let’s get back home. Dinner should be ready.”

“One more thing Dad,” Chris�an said as they turned to go.

“Yes?” his dad asked.

“It was awkward at first. I couldn’t find the words. I struggled to hear. I felt
a bit small there.”

“You did good, Chris�an the Lion Cub.”

They laughed together as they le� the clearing and disappeared down the
forest trail. The stump of log in the clearing remained a silent witness to
the grand mee�ng that had transpired between cub and King. A gentle
wind blew through the clearing again and then everything grew s�ll,
awai�ng the cub’s return.

 



Chapter 2 –

The most excellent way

 

When one goes on an adventure, one needs a compass. This is because the
Rainbow Forest is a big place. A cub might mistake one path for another, or
one might have to take a new route, if a familiar path gets blocked by a
mud puddle, for example, or herd of grazing zebra…

It was only in growing older, that Chris�an was learning when one came to
crossroads on a forest path, there were some�mes many op�ons in terms
of which direc�on one could go. However, as he learned on a specific
adventure, there is a most excellent way, a way that will not just take one
on a journey, but change one through the journey. For this most excellent
way, a very special kind of a compass was needed.

Now Chris�an had done more than meet with the King in the clearing the
previous day. He had opened his heart to the King and in so doing, agreed
to a greater adventure than any he had yet been on. In opening his heart
to the adventure, he had chosen the most excellent way – though he didn’t
yet know this as he lay on his back the next morning. He had been lying on
his back, thinking of everything that had happened the previous day, when
some clouds had dri�ed overhead.

Chris�an decided to play one of his favourite games – imagining each cloud
to be something or someone. A rather jolly cloud skipped along in the
wind, and the cub imagined it as a large, floppy-eared rabbit. How joyous it
was on the breeze.

Then a wisp of cloud danced into view, followed by a larger, rounder cloud
which appeared to have a ‘stem’ at one side. “It’s a dandelion,” Chris�an
mused, “… And that wisp ahead of it is one of its seeds, flying ahead on the
breeze.”

As the day progressed, so Chris�an’s thoughts became deeper.

When he blinked again, he saw a most curious sight: a ship sailing across
the sky, with cloud masts and puffy white sails. He wondered where such a



ship might be going, as it appeared to be travelling with such purpose
across the sky. He was certain he saw a man, a Captain, standing at the
ship’s helm. How determined he looked with his steady gaze.

Chris�an had an idea: “I will follow that ship and see where it is going. It
must be going somewhere very important for it to be going at such speed.”

He jumped to his paws and began to follow in the direc�on where the ship
was headed, towards the Great Mountain in the distance.

Few animals had journeyed beyond the forest to the mountains that
skirted the canopy of trees, and beyond. The journey was long and you
could only make it if you were commi�ed to the adventure with your
whole heart. Some said the way up the mountain path was steep. Others
said the way was narrow. The animals who had been there said the water
there was sweeter and the flowers brighter and lovelier than anywhere
else in the forest.

Chris�an determined he would taste the water for himself. He kept his gaze
on the ship as he made his way down the forest path.

Just then, he heard a thumping noise in the thicket, towards the path. The
noise came to an abrupt halt, as a familiar face peeped through shrubbery.

It was Kimba. The thumping had been the sound of her tail as she hopped
along the forest trail. She frowned at Chris�an. “Why do you look so
startled?”

“I hadn’t realised that that thumping was your tail,” he said, “… But I’m
glad it is you. I could use some company on my journey.”

“Where are you off to?” the kangaroo asked.

“I’m following that ship,” explained the cub.

Kimba looked around, “What ship?”

“You can’t see it?” Chris�an asked. Perplexed, he pointed with a paw to the
sky overhead. He had thought the ship was conspicuous there in the sky,
with its billowing sails and mighty masts.



“I see just clouds,” said Kimba nonchalantly, preening her tail with delicate
paws and posi�oning it back on the ground behind her with another
thump.

“Not just any clouds,” said Chris�an, “That one there, that giant one that
occupies, it must be half of the sky, is a ship, and there’s a Captain on it and
he is steering it to somewhere very important.”

Kimba frowned: “If you say so.” She studied the cloud for a moment. “It’s
headed towards the Great Mountain. You don’t expect to actually make
the journey there?”

“No harm in trying,” said Chris�an.

“It’s a cloud Chris�an. Stop daydreaming. There are more important things
to be done.

“Maybe,” the cub said.

“I have to help out with Joe-Joe today. Maybe next �me.”

“Suit yourself,” said the cub.

As he con�nued along the path, his legs and feet began to feel �red and he
remembered Kimba’s words, repea�ng them, even as he remembered
them to himself: ‘Maybe it is just a cloud,’ he thought to himself, ‘Maybe
this journey makes no sense a�er all.’

He considered si�ng down and giving up his quest, when he heard the
familiar trot of hooves behind him. “Hey wait up Chris�an!”

It was Zebulun, or Zeb as he called himself. As far as cool went, he was the
zaniest animal in the forest. His hair, his ziggedy-zaggedy mane of hair, as
he called it, was in a Mohawk style, and he used words like, ‘Zup’ and
‘Zurreal’.

“Zeb,” said Chris�an, ligh�ng up just a li�le.

“Where you off to?” the Zebra greeted Chris�an with a toothy smile.

“See that cloud up there?” asked the cub.



Zeb scratched his head with a hoof, “Yeah, I see it.”

“What does it look like to you?”

“Hey, I’ve played that game before,” smiled the zebra. “Gee, let me try. It
looks like a horse and carriage. No wait, like one of those pony carousels.
Or a zebra. Maybe an en�re herd of zebra galloping off towards…”

Chris�an frowned.

“Ok I give up,” said the zebra, “Tell me what it is.”

“A ship,” said Chris�an. “It’s a ship. See, there are the masts and sails
and…”

Zeb studied the cub quizzically. “Oh ok.”

“You don’t look convinced,” said the cub.

“Maybe not,” said Zebulun. “But I’m not going to turn down the prospect
of an adventure. This is about an adventure isn't it Chris�an the Lion Cub?
And the Zeb-Man is always up for an adventure. It is a treasure hunt,
Chris�an? Tell me it's a treasure hunt. Or even be�er, a quest to find a lost
civilisa�on. They exist, you know... in this forest... I am certain of it.”

Chris�an smiled. “Possibly, he said. The Captain of that ship knows.”

“Right,” said Zeb, a li�le more confused than usual. “The ship Captain – he
knows.”

He smiled another toothy grin at Chris�an as they headed off, in the
direc�on in which the cloud ship was headed.

Zeb in tow, Chris�an con�nued down the forest path.

A li�le further down the path, the friends saw a familiar twinkle in the
distance. Chris�an knew straight away who it was. Mila.

Mila the firefly flickered her tail as she spied her friends approaching.

“Mila, come join us!” Chris�an called out.



The �ny creature flew over, blinking at the zebra and cub with gentle, wide
eyes. “Where are you off to?”

“We are following a ship,” said Zeb, “To the Great Mountain.”

“You mean that ship?” asked Mila. She pointed upwards to the sky to
where the cloud raced along, full steam.

“You can see it too?” asked Zeb, scratching his head with a hoof. He studied
the cloud in the sky. “That’s the mast, right?” he asked Chris�an.

"No, that’s the stern,” said Chris�an.

"Duh!” said Mila, and Chris�an and Mila laughed.

Chris�an's heart leapt inside him with the realisa�on that Mila could see
the ship too. But then, he wasn't surprised by this. If anyone would’ve
been able to see the ship, it was Mila. That’s why they were such good
friends.

The ship sailed onwards, its cloud sails bent backwards in the wind. The
sun was now low in the sky and the tops of the trees were haloed by a
crown of amber as late a�ernoon set in.

“Chris�an!” a familiar voice caught the cub’s a�en�on. It was the family’s
bird, Tinks. A honeyguide by species, she was highly skilled in leading the
cub back home in the evening. “Chris�an…” she �nkled with her silvery
voice, “It’s dinner �me.”

“Ahh!” sighed Chris�an. “We were so close.”

“It’s ok,” Mila reassured him, “The Great Mountain will s�ll be there
tomorrow.”

“But the ship… Now we will never know where it is headed to."

“Look on the bright side,” said Zeb, “Your mom has the best cooking in the
jungle. You vegetarian lions rock.”

“Who said anything about being a vegetarian,” Chris�an managed a growl,
pouncing forward playfully towards the zebra, who dived away from his



mock a�ack.

Mila’s laughter �nkled through the glade where they now said their good-
byes for the day. “We will make it another day Chris�an. I just know we
will.”

Her bright light disappeared into the distance as she flew off.

Chris�an sulked all the way back to the gro�o where he and his family kept
home. Mother had prepared roasted cashew nuts mixed with the large
succulent strawberries from the forest’s edge, the ones Chris�an loved to
eat more than anything else. S�ll, it was clear to his parents’ that his
thoughts were far away that evening, because he pawed around at his food
and said li�le about his day.

Later, when Chris�an's father came to tuck him into his bed, he seemed a
li�le concerned: "I have no�ced you aren't quite yourself this evening. You
didn't even tell me about your day."

“It was a waste of a day," Chris�an said.

Reading the disappointment on his cub's face, Chris�an's father placed a
reassuring paw on his shoulder. "Anything you want to talk about?"

"No, I just want to go to sleep," said the cub.

“You sound a li�le fed up.”

“You know I like adventures Dad. Well, I didn't get to finish my adventure
today..."

"Oh?"

"I barely got to start it - and my paws are �red. My eyes are also sore from
squin�ng at the sun."

“You started an adventure?" his father asked. "Well, that’s more than most
animals did today"

Chris�an told his dad about the cloud that was shaped like a ship and
about how he had followed it through the forest hoping to find out where



it was going. “I had just started my journey when Mom called me for
dinner. I didn't get to find out where the ship was going.”

“I understand now,” his father said. “When I was a cub, I set off on a similar
adventure.”

Chris�an snuggled under the fleece blanket, to listen.

“Some squirrel told me that there were special roots in the marshlands,
which could make a lion’s mane grow faster,” the grown lion explained.

"There are?” Chris�an asked.

"So said the squirrel.” His father con�nued: “It’s not that I was being
conceited in wan�ng a bigger mane… not at all. Rather, I wanted the other
lions in the pride to take me seriously. I hated the way they would play
around with me and nudge the top of my head with their paws and call me
‘squirt’.”

“You got called that too?”

”I did,” said his dad. “So one day I journeyed into the heart of the forest, to
where water and ground meet – where the crocs and hippos make their
home. It took all of my courage to dare to make the journey. You know how
the hippos and crocs can be?”

Chris�ans nodded: “Teeth and snorts and splashing water... spiky tails.”

“You forgot one thing,” said the older lion. “Bad tempers…”

Chris�an grinned: “They scare me too Dad...”

Chris�an’s father explained how he had wanted a mane so much, that he
was willing to face his fears to succeed on his quest. He told how when he
had arrived at the marshlands, he had spied some root growing from a
rocky outcrop across the mud and reeds. “Only, I couldn’t get closer
because every �me I stepped forward, my paws sunk deeper and deeper
into the mud. You’ve heard of sinking sand?”

“I have, yes.”



"Well, I hadn't known what sinking sand was before that day. I found out
the hard way.”

"Oh dear,” said Chris�an. He was si�ng up in his bed now. “So how did you
get out? You must’ve go�en out, because you are here now.”

"Help arrived in an unexpected way,” said his father, "One of the hippos
helped me out.”

“That was kind of them,” Chris�an said.

“Not really,” said the grown lion. “This par�cular hippo scared the
bejeebers out of me. Not only did I become unstuck, but I ran all the way
home.”

Chris�an laughed with his father.

“It’s true,” his dad said.

He explained how he had walked with his head down, sulking around the
valley for days a�er his failed a�empt to find the root. “I felt angry with
myself: One, for being called Squirt, and two, for not being able to change
the situa�on.”

Then one day, a group of forest cubs had been sharing stories about their
adventures and Chris�an’s father had told them about his journey to the
marshlands. “When I told them about the hippo, they said to me, ‘You’re
not such a Squirt a�er all!’ I realised it was true. The journey had changed
me, though I hadn't realised it at the �me. I didn't yet have a mane, but I
was no longer a Squirt.”

“I like that story,” said the cub, snuggling into his father’s embrace.

“That day I realised I didn’t need a magic root to make my mane grow,” his
father explained. “That day I realised that what makes me a big lion comes
from inside. I hadn’t made the journey I had expected but the journey
changed me.”

“That’s a good story,” said Chris�an. “S�ll, I don’t understand what it has to
do with my day?”



“What made you see a ship in the sky that no one else could see?” his dad
asked.

“Mila saw it too,” Chris�an corrected.

“Only because you listened to what was inside,” said his father. “And so did
Mila. The mountain you want to stand at the top of isn’t far from you. It’s
inside of you. When you listen past your ears, right down to your heart,
you will find the most excellent way – and when you go the most excellent
way, the journey will change you. You will begin a Squirt – you will come
out with a mane.”

Chapter 3 – Purpose

Once you are certain the King exists, and once you have found the most
excellent way, then you must know that you were made for a purpose. You
were not an accident.
 

There were many stars in the sky – too many to count. Chris�an observed
this quietly as he sat beside his mother one evening. Chris�an had tried to
count them. He had run out of claws coun�ng: ‘Nine, ten … oh dear’.

“See that star over there,” his mother said, no�cing her son's silent
curiosity. “When I was a cub, I used to look for that star every �me I gazed
up at the sky.”

Chris�an studied the sky with a measure of intrigue. The stars were �ny pin
pricks of light against the night sky, and the star his mother pointed to was
not that different to the others. It was possibly even smaller than some of
those around it.

“Why that star?” the cub asked.

“It is different to all the others,” she said, a�er some thought.

“Looks the same to me,” said the cub.

“It looked the same to me too,” said his mother, “Un�l one day when I got
lost in the forest.”



Chris�an studied his mother’s face. He couldn’t imagine a strong lioness
like herself ever being lost.

“I had been out picking flowers for a special tea I was preparing for the
pride – for my Girl Cubs Tea Maker badge. Night �me came and I was le�
alone in the forest.”

His mother told him how she had remembered how the �ny star had
always shone just above the cavern where she stayed with her mother and
father and brothers and sisters. “Even though it was a li�le star, it shone
through my tears. I followed it all the way home.”

“It is a small star,” said Chris�an, “Only, now I see, a very important star.”

“I made it home with the lilies I had picked,” his mother con�nued. “They
gave me my Tea Maker badge the following day. They also gave me my
Forest Explorer badge - an unexpected surprise.”

“Two badges for one,” Chris�an nodded with approval.

“I went on to do my Advanced Navigator badge,” his mother con�nued.
“They even asked me to teach the other animals about naviga�on… All
because of a star.”

She paused a moment: “Because of THAT star.” They gazed together at the
�mid twinkling light in the night sky.

“Do you have a favourite star, Chris?” she asked him.

Chris�an considered each star in turn. “Not yet,” he said. “But I will. One
day.”

The next day Chris�an set out early to find Mila. The sun was warm and
Chris�an reasoned it was the perfect day for an adventure. They could play
among the branches of the trees in the Valley Of Giant Oaks, where the
eagles made their nests. The oaks had the broadest, steadiest branches of
all the trees in the forest, perfect for suppor�ng nests… and for
entertaining adventurous cubs, learning to climb trees.



Mila was a li�le scared of the eagles but she had promised she would at
least give it a try. She was wai�ng for Chris�an by her usual flower.

They journeyed to the Valley Of Giant Oaks. Mila rode on Chris�an’s head,
holding �ght to the fur which would one day become his mane.

Even from a distance, they could make out the shapes of mighty eagles.
“Chris�an, are you sure..." the firefly peeped.

“They’re just eagles Mila.”

Mila looked behind her, and her wings sank with disappointment as she
considered how small they were. “Just look at those wings,” she said,
considering the mighty silhoue�es of the great eagles in the distance.

“No different to yours,” said the cub. “If they were firefly-sized, their wings
would be just the same as yours, and if you were eagle-sized, your wings
would be just the same as theirs.”

“I guess.”

The giant oaks were as an oasis of lush emerald green in the centre of a
stretch of open field. From a distance, they appeared a mushroom cloud of
green; the eagles, large flies circling them. But when you came closer, even
the shadow of one of the eagles could leave you breathless.

The eagles gave mighty calls which sounded as the sound of shofars on the
horizon as Chris�an and Mila approached.

“Chris�an, are you sure?” Mila asked again.

“Come on Mila, it will be fun. I’ve heard there's nowhere in the forest with
trees as fun to climb and explore as the Valley of Giant Oaks. Don't mind
the eagles so much," he said.

S�ll, Mila felt in�midated by the eagles, whose song sounded like a
trumpet call, compared to her �nkling whisper. Sharing her thoughts with
Chris�an, he responded: “Mila, if you were eagle-sized, you would also
sound like a trumpet when you sang. If they were Mila-sized, they would
sound a li�le like you, don’t you think?”



The path now took them under the magnificent umbrella of green foliage
and Chris�an marvelled at the trunks of the oaks, which were larger than
the legs of even the biggest of forest elephants. He had never been as
close to one of the giant oaks before.

“They're magnificent Mila," he said. "Why didn’t we come here sooner?”

 

Mila held on �ghtly to Chris�an’s fur. She wasn’t as sure of their new
adventure.

Just then, they heard what sounded like rushing air overhead. The sound
was like an avalanche of hundreds of thousands of dry leaves, then
s�llness.

Mila's heart raced when she saw the imposing figure on the forest path
ahead of them. “Chris�an…” she tugged hard at his fur, with fear.

Chris�an had already seen the formidable figure and his heart also raced in
his chest, but not with fear, with excitement. It was a real eagle; a genuine
eagle, and right on their path. The figure was statuesque in appearance
and glinted gold in the sunlight which danced through the leaves.

“Good day,” Chris�an managed to say.

“Good a�ernoon,” said the deep, resonant voice of the bird. He had now
set his steady gaze on the friends, and they could see that he had large
almond-shaped eyes, warm like hot chocolate. “Are you new in this part of
the forest?”

“First �me,” Chris�an managed to say.

“And good morning to you,” the eagle greeted Mila, bowing his head
courteously.

Mila's silvery voice came out as a high squeak. "M-morning," she
stammered.

“I am Ben,” said the eagle. He spoke with steady confidence and Mila
flinched, no�cing the sharp point of his beak. No�cing her shivering, the



giant bird decided to put her at ease. "I don't eat fireflies," he said, "You
can relax."

Mila managed a smile.

"Or cubs," he said to Chris�an.

"But I do do rides. Fun ones," his eyes lit up and Chris�an no�ced they had
golden flecks in them, which made them shine like fire when they caught
the sunlight.

The majes�c eagle lowered his head, stooping down as he did so, to make
his back accessible to the others. "Well, go on then," he said to the friends.
"Are you going to catch a li� or not? You haven’t experienced the forest
un�l you’re flown on the back of an eagle,” the eagle jested.

Mila s�ll clung to Chris�an, who now held on to Ben with both paws. Well,
this was it. This was the moment he had been wai�ng for his en�re life:
Golden feathers, radiant sun… then, the ascent.

"Hold on �ght," the eagle said. "We're going up! Geronim-m-m-o!" he
trumpeted as his wings ascended skywards, riding the wind, wings gliding
with precision and purpose. "Bet you didn't expect this when you headed
out this morning!" he shouted into the wind as they soared through the
sky.

Chris�an, who had been a li�le afraid - actually, very afraid - as they had
li�ed up, now started to laugh. Mila's grip on his fur had relaxed, and she
started to laugh with him. 'It's not so bad,' she said, speaking a full
sentence for the first �me since she had first seen Ben.

The eagle's nest was high above the canopy of trees, towards the top of
one of the tallest of the trees. It was a mighty specimen of a tree - twisted
and gnarled from the many, many years it had stood steadfast in the
Rainbow Forest. Much as the imposing figure of Ben, it commanded
respect. The eagle soared upwards, weaving through the tree's
outstretched branches which spiralled up into the sky.

The nest was a fortress of wood and twigs, and Ben didn't slow as he
headed towards it - s�ll focused as an arrow piercing the air.



From this height, Chris�an could see all the way to the edge of the forest.

Ben came to rest in his nest, and stooped again, so that Chris�an, with Mila
could get down.

Chris�an was surprised by how immaculate the eagle's nest was. From the
outside, it had appeared a fortress of spiky twigs, but inside it was lined
with fleece and seemed the perfect place to se�le in for the night. No
wonder Ben seemed so rested and assured. The cub hoped that one day
they would have the chance to spend the night at the top of the greatest
oak, overlooking the en�re Rainbow Forest.

But what impressed him most about the nest was its view. There she lay, in
all her splendour – the Great Mountain. There was nothing foreboding
about her, though her size was immense and some of her cliff faces, sheer
drops to the ground below. She en�ced one to look closer, and even from a
distance, one could make out silver waterfalls, and royal purple and
crimson flowers along some of her rock faces.

Mila was s�ll �nkling with laughter, giving the sweetest �nkles of glee as
she considered the mountain. With the Great Mountain so close, even the
�niest firefly felt like an eagle.

“They say an animal hasn't lived un�l he or she been to the Great
Mountain," said Chris�an.

"I've heard animals go there to meet with the King," said Ben.

"The King of the Rainbow Forest?" Chris�an asked.

"The only one," said the eagle.

"So you've heard of him then?" asked the cub.

"I'm an eagle," said Ben, "I have seen and heard many things and
witnessed many stories unfold from so high up. S�ll, I never grow �red of
hearing about the King, and I some�mes imagine I see Him on the horizon,
and I wonder what He thinks of all of this, because He surely is a thinker.
There's a lot of thought put into the forest. Like… Chris�an, Mila, see those
deer down there below? Did you know they have these sweet li�le spots



on their coats? You can't see them from high up, but from close up, with
these eagle eyes, I can see deliberate and very beau�ful white flecks on
their coats, towards their tails, as though someone, quite purposefully has
flecked His paintbrush to add finishing touches to His masterpiece."

Chris�an's thoughts dri�ed far away, to the furthest stretches of the forest.
He imagined the King, the brilliantly bright, and colossal and trumpe�ng
Marvel his father had told him about, making Himself a part of His
crea�on, so as to be�er consider His handiwork from up close.

“Deep in thought?" Ben asked, breaking into the cub’s thoughts on the
King.

"Huh, yes," said the cub.

"He thinks about everything," peeped the firefly. "That's why he tells such
great stories."

"You aren't Chris�an the Lion Cub, greatest storyteller in the forest, are
you?" Ben asked.

Chris�an’s eyes grew wide. "You have heard of me then?"

"Of you and one of your stories," said Ben. "Good stories are shared. You
once told a story about the very first rainbow. A li�le bird heard it, who
told another bird, who happened to sit on the same branch as me during
roos�ng �me. What can I say?"

Chris�an's eyes lit up. “I heard the story from my father,” he said, “…And
he, from his father. And I think his father heard it from his mother, so I
couldn’t possibly take the credit for it.”

"Keep telling the good news stories," the eagle said. "Some bird will hear it
and then you never know who else's ears it might reach."

"When we are finished today’s adventure, I will tell this story too," said
Chris�an. "It will be a story about a cub and a firefly and an eagle, and a
mountain, and an adventure in a nest at the top of a giant oak tree."



Ben laughed his warm, velvety laugh: "Will you include the part where the
cub and firefly and eagle flew from the nest to the mountain?”

"You would really take us there?" Mila asked. She half hid behind one of
Chris�an's ears, not necessarily because she was in�midated by the eagle,
but out of habit.

"Well go on then," said Ben, stooping again. "The mountain awaits us."
Chris�an and Mila knew straight away this was their cue to board Airline
Eagle – and to hold on �ght!

It was like a dream for the friends, as Ben again ascended, this �me,
headed towards the Great Mountain. They were now a distance away from
the greatest of the Giant Oaks, and Ben's wings caught the wind as he
soared higher. Chris�an felt the great eagle’s muscles relax as he reached a
plateau just above the clouds. He couldn’t have imagined that only a day
earlier, he had been looking at those same clouds, only from beneath
them.

“We can’t stay for long,” said Ben, “It will be evening soon.”

Even a glimpse of the mountain at evening �me was enough to leave a big
grin on Chris�an’s face.

The mountain lay in shadows as they approached. A canopy of clouds
covered its top and through this, Chris�an could make out rivulets of water,
streaming from somewhere beneath a covering of white cloud.

Mila gasped at its beauty.

Chris�an could hardly believe the turn of the day's events. He was actually
going to step a paw onto the mountain

Ben's shrill cry of terror came without warning. It trumpeted out, with
force and effect, much as every other sound the eagle made did.

Only, with this sheer cry, the eagle began to plunge, downwards. Chris�an
held onto the shivering Mila, as the eagle plunged a few metres towards
the ground before steadying himself with outstretched wings.



“I think I pulled a muscle,” he said. “Prepare for a crash landing.”

Mila's light flickered as they plunged through the umbrella of green
covering the forest. Down they went, with Ben furiously flapping his strong
wing to break their fall.

They landed on their backs in the so� green of the grass. Ben’s determined
flapping had saved them from a hard fall but the disappointment of not
making it to the mountain weighed heavy on the cub.

“I’m sorry, I’m not used to passengers,” said Ben. He winced with pain as
he stretched out his wing.

Chris�an tried his best to hide his disappointment, and a�ended to the
eagle with genuine concern. Mila found it harder to hide her feelings. The
pallor of her complexion and dimming light of her tail gave her feelings of
disappointment away.

"Don't worry li�le lady," the eagle assured her. "We will try again another
day. I'm going to have to give flying a rest for a week or so, but please come
visit a�er that and we will yet summit the Great Mountain!"

But Chris�an was oblivious to the eagle's a�empts to console the friends.
He was studying the forest around them, thick with bramble and spiny
thorn bushes, and feeling more than just a li�le concerned. While the fall
hadn't quite dampened his spirits, the surrounding grey of ominous
vegeta�on definitely le� him ques�oning his decision to travel so far to
find an adventure. What had he been thinking going out all the way to the
Valley of Giant Oaks? The other young animals hung around their gro�os
and caves and burrows. What had Mila and himself been thinking,
travelling out so far?

“Where are we?” he asked Ben, who though having fallen so far, s�ll
appeared reasonably unflappable. Chris�an definitely did not recognise
this part of the forest. The trees were dense here and everything was eerily
quiet. He could not hear one bird sing. There were so many spindly thorns
on the plants and Chris�an supposed the birds had nowhere to roost here.



“Edgemead,” said Ben, “It's the final fron�er before reaching the foot of
the Great Mountain. Please, don’t be in�midated by it. Its bark is worse
than its bite. Keep your spirits up li�le cub. We could head on towards the
mountain, at the other side of that bramble bush, but I wouldn’t
recommend it. Not without wings.” He sighed, “Or we can find a way back
home. Home can't be that far off.”

“We should probably be headed for home,” said Chris�an.

Ben nodded in agreement.

“But which way is home?” asked the cub.

The shadows had grown across the forest as late a�ernoon became early
evening.

"Follow me," said the eagle. “I don’t usually go by land, but I think I know
the way."

They made their way into the dark forest ahead, Mila again hugging �ght
to the lion, clutching a tu� of his fur.

“Are you sure this is the right way back?” Chris�an asked Ben as they
journeyed through an area strewn with jagged rocks and giant fern-like
plants.

“I told you, it looks different on the ground than it does from the air,” said
Ben.

The cub shivered with the realisa�on that they might be lost.

“Keep walking,” said Ben, “The best thing to do when you don’t know
where you are is to keep moving.”

Right. Now Chris�an knew they were lost.

Ben con�nued to speak: “…As long as we keep the mountain behind us, we
are going the right direc�on.”

As darkness se�led, the path became increasingly obscured by the
shadows, un�l it was virtually impossible to see the way. “Mother is going



to worry,” said Chris�an, “We have gone so far out that Tinks hasn’t
managed to find us to call us for dinner. It has to be way past dinner �me.”

His stomach was all jingly inside, but he couldn’t decide whether this was
from hunger, or from nerves. Mila had become uncomfortably quiet.
Chris�an wondered whether the descending night had made her focus on
the �ny size of her wings again.

“I would suggest that we camp out here for the night,” said Ben, “Be�er to
be late and arrive tomorrow morning, than to get completely lost and
arrive next week. We will be able to see the path be�er in the morning
light.”

"For the night?" Chris�an gasped, "Mother will be sick with worry. She will
send out a search party. She will send out flocks of birds. It will be a
disaster; a circus, even. There must be another way."

“Wait!” It was Mila. She spoke loudly and clearly. Yes, she did! It was a
shrill peep; a one-word wonder! She was speaking and her voice breaking
her previous silence commanded Ben and Chris�an's a�en�on.

“I have an idea," she said in her so� voice again.

"Li�le lady, I knew you would think of something," said Ben.

Mila grimaced at the sound of her own voice. It was now something
between a peep and squeak. She had hoped for something louder, but now
was not the �me to succumb to fear. The night was ge�ng darker. Home
was s�ll far away.

But to her surprise, Ben didn’t seem to no�ce the squeak and if he did
no�ce, he didn’t seem to mind. "Well, what is it then?" he asked.

The firefly concentrated hard. She could do this. Breaking into the silence,
came an audible ‘pop’ – a li�le like the sound of popcorn but a good octave
higher.

“My, my,” said Ben.

Chris�an grinned. Mila the Brave was saving the day.



The ‘pop’ was the sound of Mila’s tail mechanism ligh�ng up, but brighter
than he had ever seen it shine before. “I didn’t know you could turn your
light up,” said Chris�an, “You mean, you’ve been hiding that bright light
from us all along?”

“I guess,” said the firefly. It was too dark for the others to see her �mid
blushing.

Mila flew ahead of Ben and Chris�an, ligh�ng the way for them as they 
journeyed back home. They kept the mountain behind them, as Ben had 
directed. They kept the light of Mila's tail ahead of them. They made it 
home together.  Chris�an arrived for dinner that night, although a li�le 
late. Actually, very late. Mom's spiced aubergine and bean casserole had
since grown cold but she was happy to see her cub and Mila, and to meet
their new, larger-than-life-sized friend.

“Mom,” he said to his mother a�er his favourite dinner, “Remember your
story about the star?”

“Yes,” said his mother. “I told it to you only last night.”

“Well, I met a real star today.”

“You did?” his mother asked, tenderly pushing some fur away from her
cub’s eyes.

“Yes, Mila is a star. Did you know?”

“Tell me more,” said his mother.

He told her how scared Mila had been going to visit the Giant Oaks. “She
was afraid of the eagles with the big wings,” he explained. “She thought
her wings were too small.”

He told how they had met an eagle and how their flight towards the Great
Mountain had gone wrong, and how they had landed up in Edgemead. “It
was dark and we couldn’t find the forest trail but Mila stepped up to the
challenge. She spoke out despite being afraid and she did this neat trick
with her tail so we could see the path again.”



“Sounds like she really shone out there,” said his mom.

  

“Every animal has been made to shine,” said his mom. “Your light was
given to you for others. It is the same for every animal in the Rainbow
Forest.”

For now, it was bed �me and Chris�an the Lion Cub was a �red cub, in
need of tucking in and a good-night song from Mom.

Chapter 4 – The Song You Were Born To Sing

If you stop to listen, you would hear there’s a song in you that only you can
sing. It’s the response of your heart to another; a song that has nothing to
do with lyrics or melodies, or one’s voice.

This song can change everything, did you know that? Chris�an didn’t the
morning he set out in search of an adventure.

He began the day spending some quiet �me in the clearing with the King.
He was feeling decidedly misunderstood. He sat in silence, listening with
his ears and then further than his ears, but he didn’t know quite how to
express to the King what was going on inside of him, inside his heart, at
that moment.

The cub found his thoughts wondering. He was finding it hard to sit s�ll
and listen. Much as the cloud ship had dri�ed unannounced into the sky,
into clear view, a thought entered his mind: “I know, what I need is a new
adventure,” thought the cub, “Perhaps it will clear my mind and se�le the
ma�er once and for all.”

The thought was luminescent, and the cub felt joy rise inside of him. A new
adventure!

“Your Majesty,” he whispered to the King, “If you are willing, I ask for a new
adventure today.”

Joy bubbled inside of him and he jumped to his paws, expectant, believing
the King must’ve heard.



Chris�an whistled as he walked away from the clearing, and through the
forest. It was then that he heard something quite unlike anything he had
ever heard before. It was a gentle song, with a melody so high and notes so
perfect in clarity, it heralded a rush of awe, which caused the fur on
Chris�an’s paws to stand on end.

What was that?

He followed the sound, nose down, tail in the air.

There on a branch, a twig if you will, was a mousy-brown-coloured bird; a
mite of a thing. She was hardly anything to look at, but when she opened
her beak to sing, the cub grew s�ll.

When the bird saw Chris�an watching her, she took to flight and
disappeared into the thicket ahead of him. “Don’t go!” he shouted a�er
her but there was no response. He slumped down onto his paws. So close.
The cub hated seeing an adventure from up so close and then watching it
escape right from under his nose.

He had never heard a bird sing that way before – at least not such a small
bird.

“I wish you would come back,” he said. He hadn’t expected she had heard
him speak, but just then, a gentle peep sounded from ahead of him. She
was s�ll there.

Chris�an held his breath as he waited for her to sing again - but nothing.
S�ll, he wasn't a cub to give up so easily. She couldn't be far off. She could
possibly s�ll hear him. He suspected she was listening. She seemed a smart
bird.

He remembered the melody of her song and started to sing to it in the
s�llness. He made a mental note never to forget the melody. He had never
heard a song like hers’ before. It was somehow different to the other songs
he had heard sung in the forest.

As he sang, he could hear her s�r in the shrubbery next to him. He sang a
li�le louder, realising she had a special language, and this language was a
song.



Chris�an thought about this for a moment. She was singing for him and
she wanted him to do the same for her.

He heard another peep… so� but dis�nct… high and clear. He did not have
as sweet a voice as she had, but he had a voice which she seemed to
respond to, so he con�nued to sing her melody back to her.

When he looked again, he saw she had se�led on a nearby branch. Her
intelligent eyes watched him with curiosity. Chris�an grinned. “You aren’t
going to ask me to sing again are you?” he asked.

The bird cocked her head to the side.

“You're a bird. You sing. That's your thing. I am a cub… a lion cub… a
Chris�an The Lion Cub, to be exact.”

She �lted her head to the other side.

He cleared his voice and sang again to her melody and she flapped her
wings with pleasure.

“I am a nigh�ngale,” she answered in a sing-song voice, li�ing her wings
and pausing momentarily, before flapping off into the distance.

Chris�an followed her along the mountain path. “Wait up nigh�ngale!” he
shouted a�er her.

They came to an area where a large hedge, skirted by flowers of cornflour
blue, rose up like walls. The bird flew through a gap in one of the hedges
and Chris�an stood wai�ng on the other side.

"A nigh�ngale," he thought to himself. "Mom told me about them. They
sing the most beau�ful songs. Mom heard one once, but said they were
rare in this part of the forest. I will find her and take her home, and I will
ask her to sing for everyone!"

Just then, he heard a gentle rustle in the leaves ahead of him. He could
hear her singing beyond the veil of leaves. At the sound of her singing, the
cub stalked the hedge in front of him with his tail up, silent on his paws.



Slowly and silently he edged forwards, un�l his nose pressed right up
against the green of the leaves where he knew she would be.

He could hear her voice, which sounded like the jingle of �ny crystal bells
as he sang out. Then, without warning, she flu�ered upwards, rising far
above the hedge and flying off into the distance.

. ‘Silly bird!’ he thought.

What if he could sing a song which would make her want to stay for
longer? He wanted to speak with her. He was sure her story would be an
interes�ng one. She was peculiar, yes - but she was fascina�ng.

He sat down to think. What song might a nigh�ngale want to listen to? “I
know,” Chris�an thought, “Let me sing about a cub and a bird and how
though one has wings and one has paws, they both have a song.”

So he began to sing, ba�ling for the words and melody, but singing
nonetheless. It wasn’t quite the same masterpiece she had presented, but
it was a Chris�an The Lion Cub song, and that was the best he could give.

Her song rose as though from nowhere. She hadn’t flown too far off a�er
all.

"Nigh�ngale!" Chris�an jumped to his feet.

“My name is Taniya,” she said.

“You can speak?” Chris�an asked.

The bird nodded: “Pre�y much… but I don’t just speak to anybody.”

“Strange,” said the cub. “Then how do you decide who to speak to?”

“When I was a fledgling, my mother always told me, ‘Taniya, you’re a
nigh�ngale. Many will desire your song. Give it for free but don’t let it be
cheap’.”

Chris�an frowned, “It’s definitely an expensive song.”

The bird eyed Chris�an with suspicion. “I only speak to those who really
listen to my song, but not just with their ears.”



“I understand,” said Chris�an.

She flu�ered her wings, happy that he understood something that was
true about her. “Come, follow me,” she sang, weaving through the air at
breakneck speed. Chris�an chased a�er her, laughing so hard, that he
stumbled over his own paws and fell into a pile of leaves which had
gathered on the ground.

When he looked up, he had gone. “Silly bird!” he said again.

As he waited, his thoughts turned to the King. The King had answered his
request for a new adventure through the �mid, peculiar nigh�ngale.

“Are you there?” he asked the King. He was sure the King would be there.
His father had told him he could speak with the King anywhere.

He told the King about the nigh�ngale. He told Him how the nigh�ngale
had been hesitant to share her song.

“Her song was so beau�ful,” Chris�an con�nued, “That I decided to follow
her. I had to hear more.”

“Where is she now?” asked the King.

“She is a silly bird and I could not keep up with her,” answered the cub.

“Why do you say she is silly?” asked the King.

“I had to sing for her before she would even speak to me,” Chris�an
explained.

“Let me help you to understand,” said the King. “Do you remember the first
day you me with me in the clearing?”

“Yes,” said the cub.

“That day, you were determined to hear me,” the King began. “You were
afraid and uncertain, but you stayed s�ll, long enough to hear what I had to
say.”

“I remember,” said Chris�an.



“I spoke extra so�ly that day,” said the King.

“I remember that too,” said the cub.

“But you listened past your ears, all the way to your heart.”

“Yes,” said Chris�an.

“And so you heard me,” said the King. “In the same way, I listened to you.
You thought you were saying nothing of importance to me that day, but to
me, it was as music – because it was from your heart. I should imagine
your nigh�ngale friend is the same. She is reaching from her heart to sing.
She wants you to do the same. Perhaps she is silly… or maybe she is wise.
Her song is free, but it’s not cheap,” he said.

“She says the same thing,” said Chris�an.

“I know,” said the King.

Just then, Chris�an heard the flu�er of wings, and looked to see the
nigh�ngale in front him.

“Chris�an," she said.

He was glad to see her. Her return made him realise that a friendship with
her might just be possible a�er all.

“Tell me – where did you learn to sing?” he asked her.

She eyed him closely. “Well, it's like this," she said. "I have to sing. It is how
I have survived. My songs have cost me – that is why they are so beau�ful.”

She �lted her head to one side, considering him, before taking off and
flying into the distance.

Chris�an chased a�er her. “Taniya!” he called. The bird stopped to rest on
the branch of a wild rose bush, along the forest path.

"If you keep flying away, no-one will ever hear your songs,” the cub was
now out of breath from running. “If you never give anyone a chance to
hear them, then what will they be worth?"



Taniya hung her head: "What if I sing them, and they think of them as the
same as all other songs? Then the cost would have been for nothing."

“I hear you,” said Chris�an. “I once followed a cloud ship and most of my
friends – except for one – were unable to see its value. It made me sad. I
felt misunderstood.”

It was for that very reason he had gone to speak with the King that
morning.

The bird nodded as the cub spoke, considering what he said.

"I like your song,” Chris�an con�nued. “You're the kind of friend a cub
would like to have."

The bird's wings flu�ered with glee. "You're a persistent cub," she said.

"S�ll, I don't understand how they cost you, or how have they helped you
to survive. Would you tell me?” Chris�an asked.

For the first �me, the cub saw sadness in the bird's eyes. “Do you want to
hear my story?” she asked.

“I would like that very much,” said the cub.

The li�le bird hesitated: “I wouldn’t know how to begin though.”

Chris�an thought a moment: “Instead of trying to tell me what happened,
why don't you sing me a song?”

Taniya sighed: "I wouldn’t be sharing this with you, had you not sung for
me,” she said. She paused a moment, and Chris�an heard something that
sounded like a sigh, before a beau�ful melody filled the surrounds. It was a
dreadful, beau�ful, moving song and Chris�an listened to every note in the
melody.

“When I couldn’t find the words, I sang out to the King and He heard me
and responded,” Taniya explained. “It’s how I survived.” She con�nued: “I
s�ll sing to the King and He sings back to me. The song I share with Him has
become my life.”



“You know the King?” Chris�an asked.

“Yes,” the bird’s eyes twinkled.

“But of course! That’s how He knows all about your songs.”

“He does?” asked the nigh�ngale.

“He does!” said Chris�an. “He knows that your songs are free but not
cheap.”

Taniya laughed her �nkling laugh: “Then He does know me!”

When Chris�an said good-bye to Taniya later that day, she flew off with a
renewed lightness and joy in her flight… flying a li�le less like a bird being
harassed and persecuted, as she had earlier. Her song had touched
Chris�an’s heart, and him listening, had touched hers'.

That evening when his mother tucked him into bed, he sought to tell her
about his day: “Momma, the King taught me something today. I think He is
my teacher, like He is your teacher and Dad’s teacher.”

His mother smiled. “I am pleased, my cub.”

“See, I couldn’t understand everything going on inside of me this morning.
I felt misunderstood.”

“I did not know,” said his mother. “It is hard feeling like no-one knows
what’s going on inside one’s heart.”

Chris�an nodded. “Yes. So I went to the King with my sadness and He sent
me on an adventure. I had always understood my heart as separate – as
just a compass for finding the right way. But He taught me a great mystery -
that the heart was made to sing to another’s heart.”

Chris�an told his mother how the King had taught him that one knew one
had found a true friend, when the other’s heart was awoken, to sing back.

“That’s a big lesson for such a li�le cub,” his mother said, tucking him in.
“But tell me, what kind of adventure did he send you on?”



“Well, while I was walking through the forest I met a most silly bird. She
refused to open up to me un�l I sang to her.”

“Sounds like the nigh�ngale,” said his mother.

“How do you know?” asked the cub.

“She taught me how to sing from my heart too,” his mother said.

She began to sing to Chris�an the song she sang every evening. Its lyrics
and melody were as familiar to Chris�an as the sound of his mother’s own
heartbeat – and maybe that’s exactly what the song was… the song of his
mother’s heart… the song she was born to sing:

“I never dreamed that dreams could come true,

I never imagined, I’d be loving you,

When I see you, I know my King is alive.

 

If I had just one present for you,

I’d want for you to know the truth,

So you’d never have to fight what I fought to be free.

 

You are the sweetest part of me,

You’re everything true love should be,

When I see you, I see His grace,

The joy of heaven in your face.

 

You must know just who you are,

That Jesus made you a shining star,

Never shrink back,



Never cast your eyes down.

 

He gave you those dreams so they would come true.

He put all of His thought into crea�ng you,

Follow your heart and know that He is right there.

 

You are the sweetest part of me,

You’re everything true love should be,

When I see you, I see His grace,

The joy of heaven in your face.”

 

When words were not enough, when one felt misunderstood, when one
did not know how to catch the bird of another’s heart … there was a
language which connected all animals of the forest, and this language
sounded like a song.

But there was not just one song in the Rainbow Forest. There were many –
songs which could change everything, if each animal dared to find the song
he or she was born to sing.

Chapter 5 – What’s In A Name?

A song given from the truest part of one’s heart to another, is possibly the
most valuable gi� one can give… especially to the King, who owns
everything. But there is to each animal, a sound as beau�ful as the most
beau�ful song, and that is the sound of one’s own name.

“One’s name is one of the most valuable things an animal owns,”
Chris�an’s father always told him.

His father had told him a story: Long ago, when the Rainbow Forest was
new, the King set out to fill it with life in as many colours and shapes and



designs as he could. He wanted the eyes of those who walked through his
special forest to see incredible beauty at every turn. So he placed stripes
on some of the horses and placed them tenderly in the grasslands, as
zebra. He do�ed spo�ed designs, called rose�es, on the coats of the lithe,
sinewy panthers and released them into the deepest parts of the jungle.
He flecked white spots onto the hides of deer, and painted the wings of
flying insects with spirals, and arches, and bands of colour to create
bu�erflies. On some of the antelope, he painted broad white lines on their
sides; on others, white rings around their tails. He twisted the horns of
some, and elongated the horns of others, so that from a distance, they
became elegant, graceful lines.

But this wasn’t enough. Crea�ons so beau�ful, so unique, had to have
something to crown each as dis�nct from the other. And so the King
decided to give each one a name.

Now, the King knew each one by name, Chris�an’s father told him…  each 
firefly, each sloth, each meerkat, each giraffe, each cheetah, each bat, each
lion… He would call each out by name and they would hear His call and
respond.

It was a beau�ful story and Chris�an hadn’t thought too hard about it, un�l
the evening he realised how much his mother had invested into his
bed�me song. Surely the same was true then when it came to his name?

One day Chris�an decided to ask his mother about his name: “Mom, why
did you decide to call me Chris�an?” he asked her.

“I thought you would never ask,” she answered. She se�led down beside
him and began to tell one of her expensive stories. “Your father and I had
prayed for a cub," she began. "All of our friends had had young ones, and
we were without any."

"I didn't know..."

"Eventually I felt completely despondent. I thought the King hadn’t heard
us. This was when I became sick with the dreaded Bad Berry Bug.

"The Bad Berry Bug?"



"It's what happens in your tummy, and to your skin, when you have eaten
bad berries. The skin becomes sensi�ve, the tummy hurts. Everything feels
out of sorts."

She explained she hadn’t been able to keep any food down. At one point,
she thought she might die and had given up hope of every becoming a
mom.

She told how when the Bad Berry Bug had refused to go, Chris�an’s father
had suggested she see a doctor.

Chris�an's mom told him how she and his father had gone to see the
medical koala who stayed at the southern-most border of the forest: Doc
Kay.Walla Walla.

"I'm glad you pulled through Mom," Chris�an said. He tried to imagine life
without his mother. He certainly was glad she had overcome this dreadful
Bad Berry Bug she spoke of.

"I didn't just pull through," his mother smiled. "Dr Walla Walla had started
to laugh when I explained my symptoms. I had thought that I was dying but
the King turned everything for your father and I – and overnight! We
thought the doctor would have bad news! However, we were given good
news. We were told we were 'with cub'. This means, we were expec�ng
you!”

"I don't understand," Chris�an said.

"When a lioness becomes pregnant with a cub, she feels very sick. Her
symptoms might be similar to Bad Berry Bug. I hadn’t eaten any bad
berries, to our relief. I was going to be a Mom. Why your father and I were
ecsta�c. 'He will be the most beau�ful cub!' your father said. He swore he
would give you the very best he had to give… even the best name. He
would find the best name in all of the Rainbow Forest. 'He's going to be
unique - one of a kind,' he told me, almost every day… and, ‘We will find
him a name suitable for such a cub - one that is unique in all of the forest.’”

"I like this story too much," Chris�an said, snuggling into his mother's
embrace.



"Thing is, how were we going to come up with a name like this? A name
that was unique as the cub you were to be?"

"How mother?” Chris�an asked. “Please tell me.”

His mom laughed at her son's enthusiasm. “Your father declared a contest.
Who could come up with a suitable name for his son?” Chris�an rested his
head against his mother’s chest. “And who won Momma?”

“The first person who came forward with a sugges�on was Huberta.”

“Dad’s friend from the marshlands?” Chris�an asked. He remembered the
story his dad had shared with him.”

“The same one,” his mother said.

Huberta was the one who had helped Chris�an’s father get unstuck the day
he had set out to find the marsh root the animals had told him would help
his mane grow. ‘Helped him’ probably wasn’t the right expression. Rather,
she had scared him out of his predicament. Huberta and his dad had
become friends a�er the incident. This was mostly because a�er scaring
the bejeebers out of the lion, Huberta had gone to apologise to Chris�an's
father's family. She hadn't wanted to be scary… it wasn't her style, she had
explained. She was a friendly hippo… a good hippo… and so forth. She
apologised on behalf of all hippos.

His mother con�nued: “Huberta was the first animal to enter the contest.
She thought a suitable name for a new cub - you - would be 'Arnoldo'."

“Arnoldo!” Chris�an laughed.

“It means ‘As strong as an eagle’,” his mother explained. “She thought a
lion’s son should be strong, but neither your father nor I could imagine you
as an Arnoldo… though we did ask the King to make you strong.”

His mother told him how Shikari the hyena had been the next to come
forward. “I know,” he had said, “Let us call him Fidel.”

“Fi- what?” Chris�an asked.



“Fidel. It means ‘faithful’. Shikari had said a lion’s son should be faithful.
Faithful to the forest. Faithful to his heart. Even the hyenas, scavengers of
the forest know the value of faithfulness.”

His mother explained how the news of the prince’s naming had spread
throughout the Rainbow Forest like wildfire… even to the wetlands, where
the coral-winged flamingos whiled away their �me.

She described how the flamingos had arrived in unison. “His name shall be
‘Jabari’,” they had announced in unison. “It means ‘courageous’.”

“Jabari?” Chris�an mused. “I like the sound of it… ‘Jabari the Lion Cub',” he
said, puffing out his chest. “Makes me sound really big."

“If you like Jabari, then you would have liked the names suggested by
Rigael, the Tiger: "‘Champu’ and ‘Charvala’. Champu… ‘intelligent one’…
and ‘Charvala’… ‘swi� like lightening’.”

“I do like them!” said Chris�an. “‘Charvala’… I do like running.”

“And you are fast my cub,” his mother agreed, “Ringo the raccoon
suggested ‘Tarak’, which means ‘star’. "A lion’s son should be a star’,” he
said. “… And Lily the panda suggested ‘Dao’… ‘a sword’… or ‘Dingbang’… “

"Dingbang?" Chris�an frowned.

"It means ‘protects the whole community’.”

Chris�an blushed. “If you ever call me that…”

“Don’t worry, as noble as the meaning is, Dingbang didn’t seem quite the
right fit.” His mother smiled. "Besides, even if we had liked the name
Dingbang, we weren't going to name you without first consul�ng with the
King. You know how Dad is. He goes to the clearing to consult with the
King..."

"... For everything," Chris�an completed her sentence.

“Let me tell you about how we found the winning name. Your father wrote
all of the names down on parchment, which he presented to the King.”



“‘I would like him to be strong,’” he said to the King in their secret place.
‘Strong like an eagle. But I wouldn’t want to leave out faithful, or brave, or
protector of the community. There's so much to consider."

Chris�an's mom told him how his father had waited in the clearing for an
answer the en�re morning.

When noon came, the sun started to burn against his back and he had
shrunk back into the shade, into the s�llness. Then came the whisper: ‘All
of them,’ The Voice said.

‘All? How?’ he had asked.

“Yes, how?” asked Chris�an, listening intently to his mother's story.

“The King answered your father, saying there was a name which summed
up the meanings of all of the other names. He told your dad to look in the
Great Book. So your father searched the ancient texts for this name."

S�ll, as she explained, the lion hadn't been able to find the name which
summed up all of the names.

He had returned to the clearing, to again ask the King.

““Your Majesty, the only name I could find which summed up all of the
quali�es I desire my son to have, was yours.”

There in the s�llness, He had heard the King speak: ‘Those who follow me
have all of the quali�es inside of them because I am with them… my Spirit
lives in them.’”

Chris�an listened intently.

"So your father returned to the pages of the Great Book to further seek out
the name. Then he saw it.”

"My name? In the Great Book."

"Yes!" said his mother.

She described the lion's ‘eureka’ moment. He had come running up to her,
exuberant as a young cub, his mane wild with excitement. "I've got it! I



have his name!" He had placed a paw on her pregnant belly and with
smiling eyes announced, "Welcome to the world li�le Chris�an."

"Quite a story isn't it?" said his mother.

"It is!" said Chris�an. “Chris�an the Lion Cub,” the li�le cub announced
quite triumphantly.

Chapter 6 - Learning to roar

Chris�an had had many exci�ng adventures. He had learned the Rainbow
Forest had a King, and he and the King had become friends. He had
followed a cloud ship with mighty cloud masts to the very edge of the
forest, and learned to follow the most excellent way, his heart. He had
learned each animal had a purpose, that day Mila stepped up and provided
a light for the others to follow, all the way home, from Edgemead. He had
also learned how opening his heart to adventure, some�mes meant having
the courage to share his heart’s song with another.

Then, he had learned he wasn’t just unique in characters and a�ributes. He
wasn’t just a something. He was a somebody – because he had a name.

But un�l now, the lessons he had learned, if he was to be completely
honest, had centred around himself. His purpose. His des�ny. This purpose
and des�ny was what he had in mind the day he stood up on the log he
used as a podium for storytelling and sought to tell the others a story
about roaring. Roaring was something lions did best, and Chris�an was
proud to be a lion.

"There is fire inside of you," His dad would say, "The King gave it to you.
You must learn to tame it, through hard work, pa�ence and persistence.
Your greatest joy will come from learning to master the fire inside of you,
un�l it roars out and all of the other animals hear it."

"Did you know that a lion is called the king of the jungle," he told his
friends, from his log podium.

"That so?" asked Zeb.



Kimba frowned. “Really Chris�an. How do you come up with these
stories?”

"Just saying what I have heard," shrugged Chris�an.

"From who?" asked the kangaroo.

"Well, there was a compe��on once," Chris�an began. "It was between all
of the animals. They wanted to find out who could do the most spectacular
thing.”

"It’s all in the hop," con�nued Kimba. "Why, my cousin Kylie is the local hip
hop champion. All eyes in the forest are on her when she stands to dance. I
think Kylie should be in your story today Chris�an and I think she should
win."

Chris�an frowned: “Do you think I made up this story?”

Kimba shrugged, “Maybe.”

"This one is true,” said the cub. “Kylie didn't win. If I told you all that she
did, I would be a liar.”

Chris�an's friends listened with wide eyes. "Who won then?" asked
Wiggles, the monkey.

Chris�an grinned, "Well I wouldn’t want to brag or anything - but my dad
did. He was crowned most spectacular in the forest."

Tilly the toucan came to rest on a branch closer to the cub to hear him
be�er.

"He has the loudest roar in the en�re forest,” Chris�an con�nued, feeling
par�cularly proud at that moment. “All of the forest shakes when he
roars."

Kimba rolled her eyes.

Wiggles scratched his head, but then, he always scratched his head.

Zeb rose in the cub's defence. "It's true. My mother says that lions can
scare the stripes from an en�re heard of zebra when they roar. Just one



roar."

"They don’t call the Lion the King of the Jungle for nothing,' Chris�an
grinned. He felt really big at that moment, as though he might even have
his own mane.   

"Ok then ‘Mr King of the Jungle’, why not show us how you can roar!”
Kimba challenged him.

Chris�an almost fell off the log, though he did a good job of pretending
Kimba hadn't unravelled him with her ques�on.

"You can do it Chris�an," Mila encouraged the cub.

He could! He was Chris�an the Lion Cub… chaser of cloud ships, seeker of
des�ny. Only, when he opened his mouth to give a roar, out came a
dreadful yelp.

Chris�an looked to see Mila cover her eyes. He was sure he heard her
whisper, 'Oh dear'.

Zeb stopped chewing the cud for a moment, the grass in his mouth
suspended mid-air as he considered the cub’s yelp.

If it was possible for a lion to turn pink, Chris�an did just this. “I have heard
your father roar and he does roar very loudly,” said Mila, in an a�empt to
help her friend out of a very awkward situa�on.

“Thanks Mila,” said Chris�an.

"Don’t worry Chris�an, I believe the story,” Zeb assured him.

Chris�an stepped down from the log he had been using as a podium a
moment earlier and smiling weakly, excused himself: “I have to help my
mother out this a�ernoon,” he said. “I promised her.” He shrunk
backwards, and skulked away, not looking back.

When he was sure he was out of view, enough trees and plants between
himself and the others, he started to run. He might not have been able to
roar, but he could run!



“Chris�an!” he heard someone call a�er him. “Why are you running
away?"

It was Mila.

“What, run away? Never!” the lion flashed an apologe�c grin. “Chris�an
the Lion Cub doesn’t run away from anything.”

“I thought not,” said the firefly. “I wouldn't think a lion who has ridden on
an eagle’s back and isn’t afraid to travel to the Great Mountain, would run
from something as silly as..."

Chris�an sunk to his paws: "Oh Mila! It was terrible! I’m a lion, you know…
not a puppy.”

Mila nodded with understanding.

The cub con�nued: “I didn't even get sounding like a li�le puppy right. All
my life I’ve wanted to roar. I was convinced I’d be able to. What kind of a
lion am I anyway?”

“I don’t think it works that way,” said Mila. The �ny firefly came to sit
beside him, her small body pressed against his paw. She sat with him in the
silence… a good friend.

“Do you want to know what I really think?” she eventually asked.

“Yes,” said Chris�an. "Spit it out."

“Really? I don’t want you to take offence,” she said.

“I will try be a big lion about it,” said the cub.

Mila took a deep breath. “Well..."

"Well?”

"...I think you didn’t try hard enough,” she said. “There… I said it.”

“I did try,” frowned Chris�an.

They sat together in the silence a few moments longer but Chris�an
couldn’t shake off the firefly’s words so easily: "Mila, did you not see the



way I took a deep breath and the way I puffed out my chest? With that
kind of enthusiasm, I was so sure I would be able to roar."

Mila shook her head, “It takes more than that to roar, Chris�an… but you
could roar," she said, "…If you really wanted to.” She smiled now: “It was
the same for me Chris�an… when I first learned to fly.”  

Now a lion cannot fly and a firefly cannot roar. S�ll, a lion must learn to
roar in the same way a firefly must learn to fly.

“How did you manage to fly?” Chris�an asked her.   

Mila paused a moment. “I’ll show you,” she said, “…If you're up for it, of
course."

Mila knew Chris�an so well. Chris�an the Lion Cub never turned down an
adventure: "Of course I’m up for it," he said.

"Then get up! Sulky lion!"

With that, Chris�an jumped to his paws.

The flower where it had all happened - where Mila had learned to fly - was
s�ll there and Mila led Chris�an to it. It was a simple daisy, a wild variety,
missing two petals. Unassuming as it was, its presence was, for Mila, a
monumental reminder that anything was possible.  

Mila was a ‘late flyer’, as the fireflies called them. Her brothers and sisters
– she had twenty-six of them – had started to fly, one a�er the other, as
the summer days had approached. The first to spring from the petal had
been Milo. Then Li�le Mary… followed by Ma�lda… then Ma�y. Had Mila
been the youngest of the twenty-six, she might have excused herself but
she was number 12 from among the group. She should’ve been able to fly.

Milo had made it all look so easy. Even li�le Mary had go�en it right. But
Mila’s wings were dreadfully uncoordinated. One flapped up, while the
other flapped down.

"They all laughed at me one day when I tried to fly and smacked myself in
the nose with a wing,” she said. “I mean, which firefly does that? So I ran



far away from the daisy and went to hide beneath a leaf.”

Mila explained to Chris�an she was si�ng there in the meadow feeling
sorry for herself when something had happened. She had no�ced the dew
drops on the grass and petals around her were wobbling just a li�le.
“When I looked around me, I no�ced everything was trembling. My
brothers and sisters were oblivious to this, jumping off the flowers -
bouncing up and down, flu�ering their wings and  giggling with glee.”

"They didn't no�ce at all?" Chris�an asked her.

He tried to imagine lots of �ny fireflies jumping around the daisy, oblivious
to the trembling earth.

"It was only when I looked up to see the cause of the trembling that I knew
I would have to move -and fast,” she said.

In the distance, Mila had seen four giant trees moving towards her family.
They belonged to one of the largest elephants in the forest.

The firefly had squeaked for her brothers and sisters to move out of the
way, but none of them could hear her about their merry, gleeful flying. In
the mean�me, the dew drops con�nued to tremble something terrible. If
she was to warn the others, she would have to …

Chris�an guessed how the story had ended, and he was right. Mila had
moved her le� wing, concentra�ng hard. She had moved her right wing,
concentra�ng harder. Slap! The wings had knocked hard against each other.

She had tried again. This �me, one wing had moved forwards and the
other, to the side.

The mechanism of flying was just too complicated for her! "I had an
epiphany just then, Chris�an. I couldn't get the co-ordina�on required for
flying right because I had been too much in my head, and not enough in
my heart.”

“Right,” said Chris�an.



The firefly con�nued: “So instead of focusing on the angle of my wings and
the speed of wing retrac�on - all of that stuff - I chose to think of my
brothers and sisters. I thought of Milo and Mikey and Millicent and Mary –
li�le Mary– and something amazing happened. My wings started to move
on their own."

"Amazing," said Chris�an, "…Less of the head and more of the heart."

Mila’s family had been saved that day because the ‘late flyer’ had realised
the mechanism for flight was not in the wings, but in the centre of her,
where all the love she had for her family was stored.

Mila recounted how her wings had started to fli�er in unison, li�ing her up
and away, un�l she arrived at the daisy, in �me to warn the others. She had
learned the secret of flight, and the secret of roaring.

"I guess I didn't try very hard," Chris�an admi�ed. "I was all head, all
bravado – and no heart." Such a li�le light Mila was, the cub thought.

Feeling inspired and trying to think of all the things he loved in his heart,
Chris�an took a deep breath and opened his mouth to roar. For the second
�me that day, out came a yelp… only this yelp was slightly louder than the
previous one.

"You will get it right," Mila reassured him.

On his way back home, Chris�an set out to the clearing to meet with the
King. A ma�er as important as roaring was one the King should know
about.

“I am s�ll not able to roar,” he told the King. “I am feeling a li�le like a
useless lion today.”

"You are anything but useless,” the King said to him. “Were that true, I
would be a useless Creator, since I made you.”

“You are anything but useless,” Chris�an said to the King.

“You are fearfully and wonderfully made,” the King said to Chris�an. “Do
you know what that means?”.



“Kind of,” said the cub.

“I will tell you,” said the King. “It means that I didn’t just make you a lion.

"Meaning - I didn't just make you a lion. I made you to roar.”

Chris�an thought about these words and felt excitement rise up inside of
him. "You made me a lion to roar!" Yes, roaring was the point. He was a
lion and lions roared. It was in his DNA.

The next day Chris�an gathered his friends around him. It felt good to be
on his storytelling podium again, and he had been somewhat humbled by
the previous day’s events.

“I must apologise,” he said.

“Whatever for?” asked Zeb.

"So you gave a yelp instead of a roar. It happens," said Kimba. She studied
her painted paw-nails.

"Yes, no need to apologise," said Wiggles, hanging upside down by his tail.

"I acted like a spoiled brat," said Chris�an. "I got caught up in my own
story. I le� you guys here..."

“You le� us?” Zeb asked. “I thought you just got upset about not being able
to..."

Kimba slapped a paw over the zebra’s mouth.

“Not being able to roar?” the lion asked.

Kimba removed her paw from over Zeb’s mouth: “Well, now that you said
it yourself,” Kimba con�nued.

“Enough guys, Chris�an is apologising,” said Mila. “Let’s put it behind us.”

“It's ok Mila," said Chris�an. He took a deep breath and began to explain
himself: "I have spent the past day trying to find my roar," he said to his
friends.

“Did you find it?” Zeb asked.



Chris�an shrugged. "I realised that I have had it all along."

"You have?" Kimba frowned.

"Yea?" Wiggles scratched his head, s�ll upside-down."

"You have always had it!" said Mila, eyes and tail sparkling.

"Yes, but I was trying to use it for the wrong reason,” said the cub. “I made
it all about me… I wanted to impress you… but Mila taught me to look
further than my own nose."

“So can you roar then?” Kimba asked.

Chris�an grew silent a moment. “Yes,” he said.

“Then show us,” the kangaroo challenged him.

The cub took a deep breath, puffing out his chest as he did so; as though to
blow out a rather large birthday candle. Everyone watched with
expecta�on, an�cipa�ng the great roar which would follow, now that
Chris�an had had an epiphany of what roaring was all about.

However, instead of a roar, the cub whispered into the wind, so so�ly that
no-one could hear anything he said.

Mila started to laugh, along with everyone else.

“When the �me is right, I will roar,” he said, quite confidently. “It’s in my
DNA. I was made a lion for this very purpose… to roar!"

 

Chapter 7 – About Joy

Adventure followed adventure, and Chris�an progressively grew, even as
his knowledge and understanding of the Rainbow Forest grew. The King
con�nued to teach him, and he con�nued in his quest to summit the
mountain and to find his roar. One would think a growing cub might
become less of a dreamer, but because Chris�an’s heart was open to the
greater adventure, his determina�on to leave paw prints all the way down
the longest forest paths and up the mountain only grew.



Up un�l now, it has not been men�oned that Chris�an eventually got the
li�le cub sister he had hoped for: Grace. She came bounding into his world,
loudly, beau�fully and unan�cipated, as grace so o�en does. While she
came a li�le later in his adventure than Chris�an would’ve liked, true to
her name, she came just in �me.

Just as Grace’s arrival had brought change to the lion family, the Rainbow
Forest changed throughout the year. Spring became summer, summer
became autumn, autumn became winter. This was the way of life… not just
of the Rainbow Forest. Each season made way for the next.

One year, winter came to the forest with a par�cularly cold and prickly
bite. It was this same winter that Chris�an saw snow for the first �me. This
snow brought change to the forest, and its presence felt threatening to
Chris�an’s day and to his planned adventure.

It was so wet and mushy and uncomfortable against his paws, he had
ini�ally wanted to run back indoors and hide away, perhaps sulk, because it
seemed impossible to go outdoors. However, Chris�an’s father had used
the opportunity to tell the cub about ‘joy’. “Happiness depends on
circumstances,” he had said to the cub. “Joy, however, is the revela�on of
someone who has walked through many winters and learned how to keep
themselves warm on cold days.”

The day Chris�an first saw snow began like any other. Grace pawed him on
the face: “Come out and play Chris�an!”

Chris�an stuck out a paw from beneath his blanket of fleece. It was
freezing! However, this iciness was not about to keep the cub from his
adventure. Nothing could stop Chris�an the Lion Cub!

As the lithe cub bounded towards the entrance, excited about a morning of 
exploring, he no�ced white, icy  mush, collected by the entrance, 

Some days adventures seemed far out. On this par�cular morning, the
adventure seemed to have come to the entrance of the gro�o. What was
this mound of slush standing between Chris�an the Lion Cub and the
Rainbow Forest?



“Grace, get behind me!” said Chris�an as they approached the doorway of
their family’s cave. He nosed the ice suspiciously, flinching as some of it
touched this same nose. “It’s cold Grace. Very cold. Stay back!”

However, his sister, curious as he was, came squealing up behind him; and
tripping over her own paws, barrelled into him, causing the two to fall into
the plush white mush.

Chris�an cried out. Grace gave a loud holler, but then seemed to se�le as
she considered the slush around her. “What is this stuff?” asked Chris�an.
“I feel so bad Grace. So very freezing! Come, we need to get back indoors.”

Grace seemed to have forgo�en the coldness, and was pressing her �ny
paws into the cold surface of the white mush and then studying the paw
prints. “Come on Chris�an,” she pleaded, “We can stay here. We’ve got our
fur!”

But Chris�an was already back inside: “Mom! Dad!” he hollered.

Hearing his son's distress, the adult lion came running to the cavern’s
entrance to see what was going on.

The first thing he saw was Grace, leaping about as though she was a
sprightly mountain deer in spring.

Then he saw Chris�an, pou�ng and trembling.

“What is going on?” he asked.

“That!” Chris�an gestured with a paw. “That is going on! It’s prac�cally
blocking the entrance to the forest.”

Instead of frowning, as Chris�an had thought his father would, his father
smiled. “Well, I’ll be…” he began. “Chris�an, Grace… I do believe it is
snowing!”

“That… is snow?” Chris�an considered the carpet of ice for a moment.

The grown lion stepped a paw out into the snow. “Ooh,” he squirmed.
“Freezing!” He took a deep breath. “Freezing… but I like it!” He turned to



Chris�an and Grace: “Come!” he said to the cubs. “It’s cold, but wait un�l
you see this…”

Grace skipped right through the snow to where her father stood beyond
the gro�o’s entrance. Chris�an, however, was a li�le more hesitant to step
out. He stood at the edge of the snow, trying to summon up the courage to
step further.

“Those pads on your paws aren’t for decora�on son. They’re there for
moments like these…”

“Freezing moments,” said the cub, between shivering, gri�ed teeth.

“No,” smiled his father, “Magical moments.”

The cub edged forwards.

“Oh come on, you can’t judge all of snow by the mound of ice that’s
collected at the entrance to the gro�o. If you don’t step out, you will never
see what I have to show you.”

Chris�an flinched… Chris�an grimaced… Chris�an shivered as he stepped
into the snow… one paw… then another. He was so busy looking down at
his paws that he forgot to look up.

“Son, look around you,” his father said. “Has the forest ever looked so
beau�ful?”

Chris�an li�ed his gaze to see the snow clearly for the first �me. Where the
low branches of the trees and vines scraped towards the ground, snow
now collected. It was there, a si�ing of white, like the fros�ng mother put
on her almond and fruit dain�es.

“Transforma�on at its finest,” said the grown lion.

Chris�an’s eyes grew wide. The snow really had changed the Rainbow
Forest, and it had happened overnight. He looked for familiar landmarks,
but even the wild apple tree in the glade looked frosted and remarkably
different.



“Come on Grace,” he said, and they skipped along the path ahead of their
father. The familiar trails had become new adventures in the snow.
Chris�an felt as though he was seeing everything for the very first �me.

“Wait up son! You might get your paws cold,” his dad laughed.

Remembering the freeze of the snow between his claws, Chris�an paused
for a moment… but then decided to keep going. This adventure was too big
for him to miss – even if it was a freezing adventure!

Just then, he felt a thud at the back of his head. Then another. “Ouch!” he
said. “What was that?”

He heard someone laughing from behind him. “Zeb!”

“Snowball fight!” announced the zebra.

Chris�an watched as the zebra rolled some snow beneath a hoof, un�l it
formed a rounded ball. He was impressed to see that Grace was already
prepared. She had made a small pile of her own snowballs. She tossed one
right at the zebra.

“Hey, not a bad throw for a girl!” said Chris�an, collec�ng snow with his
paws, to make a mega-sized snowball. Surely he had made the biggest
snowball the forest had ever seen?

“Are those the same paws that were once cold?” his dad smiled.

That night, Chris�an’s father asked him what he had thought about the
snow. “It is dreadful stuff,” said the cub, “Cold, mushy and awfully
inconvenient. S�ll, I did have fun today.”

“You forgot the cold,” said his father.

“Almost,” said Chris�an, “Every now and then I remembered, but then I
just rolled another snowball.”

Chris�an’s father sighed: “Winter can be dreadfully cold… seasons of life
can be that way… but you must learn to keep summer in your heart.”

“How do you do that?” Chris�an asked.



“It’s what you focus on,” said his father. “Some animals spend their whole
lives trying to find joy, but I’ll tell you a secret now. There will be many
winters. I guarantee it. The animal who tells you that isn’t true, haven’t
really lived. However, if you find joy, you will always have a reason to
laugh.”

He con�nued: “Joy is a way of seeing life. It is choosing to see what others
don’t see. Some animals must go through many winters before they realise
the blessing they think can only come in the spring, is already there – right
in their paws. All it takes is a smile to see it.”

“Like snow?” said Chris�an, “Cold, but filled with possibili�es.”

“Wait a moment,” said his father, “I have something for you.” He
disappeared a moment as Chris�an snuggled down into his blankets.

He came back holding something in his paws, a curious glass ball.

“What is it?” Chris�an asked.

“It’s a snow globe,” said his father.

“A snow globe?” asked the cub.

“Yes, take a look.” He held it up for Chris�an to see.

Chris�an studied it intently.

“Look closer,” said his father.

He put his nose against the glass orb… so close that he could see the
reflec�on of his large and curious eyes.

“What do you see?” the grown lion asked.

“There is a forest inside there!” Chris�an mused. “I see palm trees, and
flowers and… li�le forest paths…” He looked up to see his father’s eyes 
glowing with expecta�on.  “There are �ny animals in there too, Dad!
There’s a whole forest. It’s the Rainbow Forest! Only smaller.”

Chris�an looked to see �ny specks of white covering the forest’s floor.
Snow!



“Now what would happen if I turned everything upside-down?” his father
asked.

“That would be terrible!” said the cub. “The �ny animals might fall over.
They might become scared - lost even - among all those trees… and who’s
to say the trees would remain in the ground and not come out by their
roots?”

“Too late,” said his father, “It’s upside-down.”

The snow globe was indeed upside-down now, and all the flecks of snow
which had been on the forest floor a moment earlier now gathered on the
roof of the orb, which had been turned to become the globe’s base.

“Joy is the assurance that the One who holds all things in His hands can
turn everything in an instant.”

The lion turned the globe around and the white snow dri�ed towards the
forest. It was snowing in the mini Rainbow Forest and Chris�an imagined
all the trees and forest paths transforming into a magical winter
wonderland.

But the animals inside the globe – those teeny animals – couldn’t possibly
have understood when the globe was turned upside-down, how the
momentum allowed for snow to be gathered, to allow for instant
transforma�on at the turn of the King’s hand.

“I want you to have this,” Chris�an’s father handed him the snow globe.
“Whether upside-down or the right way around, it’s the same hands
holding the globe. Let your joy be based on this. Then you will always be
strong and you will always find a reason to laugh and have fun.”

Chris�an hugged it close to himself. “Thank you. It’s beau�ful.”

Chris�an held the snow globe as he dri�ed off to sleep. There in the �ny
Rainbow Forest, it must’ve been really cold, with snow covering its floor.
But in his bed, he was warm: ‘snug as a bug’ his mother would say. “Don’t
worry li�le forest,” he said, “I’ve got you covered. Snow is just snow. But
there’s a lion holding you and you are all safe because he’s got you in his
big, warm, snug bed – and he’s happy.”



The cub thought about this for a moment and then fell into a deep sleep.

 

Chapter 8 – Together We Can

The King has put all of His thought into crea�ng each animal. He loves each
one as though they were the only animal. But you weren’t made to brave
life alone and neither were the animals of the Rainbow Forest, including
Chris�an the Lion Cub. However independent Chris�an could be; he
needed his friends.

One day a�er a big storm, Chris�an emerged from his family’s home and
stood in wonder at the scene before him. The whole of the forest seemed
to be in disarray. S�ll, never before did it present such an en�cing invita�on
to an adventure. Big branches had fallen off trees, hiding secret paths, and
there were piles of sca�ered leaves to search through. What an adventure
he was going to have!

The forest lay in perfect s�llness and Chris�an thought for a moment how
lovely it would be to be able to go on an adventure without any noise or
disturbance. He loved his friends, but they could be a noisy bunch and this
day, he felt like going it alone… without the cha�ng and ques�oning and
pa�er of hooves and paws which were part and parcel of his friends’
company. He imagined how produc�ve he could be, and how much ground
he could cover, if he didn’t have to stop for everything and for everyone
along the journey. There would be no-one to ques�on his decisions to take
this path or that path. There would be no-one to ask for a break because
legs were ge�ng �red. No-one would be checking the move of the sun
across the sky and telling him it was ge�ng late.

Just then, he heard a cawing in the distance. He knew straight away it was
Tilly. She could be a loud bird and was the perfect friend to take on a loud
adventure, but this adventure which Chris�an now envisaged was to be a
focused, top secret adventure and loud birds would get in the way of
Chris�an’s super spy focus.

The toucan se�led on a branch just ahead of Chris�an. “Well, well, well,
Chris�an the Lion Cub… what are you doing up so early… caw… caw?” she



asked.

“My mother always told me, the early bird catches the worm,” said the
cub.

“Who eats worms anyway…caw … caw?” Tilly seemed to splu�er.

Chris�an sighed. “It’s an expression Tilly. A bit like ‘An apple a day…’.”

The bird eyed him. “Caw?” she asked

“Never mind,” he said to his friend. “I usually get up early Tilly.”

“On an adventure then… caw… caw?” she con�nued. She waited for the
cub’s response.

“Not exactly,” Chris�an lied.

“Caw… Because you might need some company...”

Chris�an lied about having to do some errands in the forest with Grace.
“Another day Tilly,” he smiled convincingly.

He was relieved when the bird flew off. This top secret mission needed
silent, purposeful movements…. Not noisy, flapping wings and a
con�nuous, raucous caw.

The grass was wet beneath his paws as he con�nued his walk into the
heart of the forest. Why the path looked magnificent… the a�ermath of
the storm had le� lots of exci�ng places to hide and to explore. He was no
longer Chris�an the Lion Cub… now he was Captain Chris�an and he was in
search of the Lost City of Cublan�s – where cubs lived in giant trees, in tree
houses which grown lions were forbidden to enter or which dinner birds
couldn’t fly high enough to reach to call li�le adventurous cubs in for
dinner.

Clues to the lost city’s whereabouts were hidden beneath the fallen leaves.
Captain Chris�an would find them. He would find the secret map!

The cub walked a good distance before he heard thumping in the distance.
‘Thump’, and then, ‘thump’… He knew immediately it was Kimba. That tail



of hers le� a ‘thump’ everywhere she went.

It wasn’t that she was a heavy kangaroo. Not at all. She was quite girly and
par�cular, even elegant, with her hopping. But her tail was noisy and a
Captain on an adventure needed some quiet.

“Chris�an the Lion Cub” she said when she spied him approaching her. She
came bounding up to him and even though she was a rela�vely controlled
kangaroo with an abrupt temperament, he could see, from the faint
sparkle in her eyes, she was also looking for an adventure that day.

“Kimba,” Chris�an smiled. “You seem to be in good spirits today,” he said.

“I might be,” said the kangaroo. “I might even fancy joining you on your
adventure today.”

Chris�an managed a frown. “To where Kimba? I don’t think I will be going
on an adventure today,” he lied again.

“I suppose it’s be�er,” said the kangaroo. “There’s lots to be done a�er a
storm.” S�ll, Chris�an could see her disappointment.

“Yes,” said the cub. “But we will catch up another day.”

He turned to leave, waving a paw, as the kangaroo turned to hop off in the
opposite direc�on… ‘thump’… ‘thump’… ‘thump’.

He was stalking through the jungle, as he now imagined it to be, Captain
Chris�an on a mission, tail upright, when a familiar voice le� him started.

“Zup,” it was Zeb, so well camouflaged that his gree�ng made the cub
stand bolt upright, on alert. The zebra held out a hoof for the cub to give
him a paw five.

“I didn’t see you there,” said Chris�an.

Zeb was busy ea�ng – it appeared – breakfast… chewing on some grass
with big, relentless circular mo�ons.

Maybe it was �redness from the previous day, staying up as the thunder
and lightning clashed in the sky, but today’ Zeb’s chewing seemed a bit



much.

“Where are we off to today?” the zebra asked.

“I’m off nowhere,” said Chris�an. He hoped Zeb hadn’t seen him
pretending to be a stealth legend, stalking the enemy in the depths of the
jungle, in search of the secret map.

“Ok,” said Zeb. “But it could be fun to go on an adventure today…”

“Another day,” Chris�an interjected. “Paw five,” he said, li�ing his paw in
salute to his friend, who tapped it with his hoof.

The cub excused himself before con�nuing on his way.

His likelihood of bumping into his friends lessened as he journeyed towards
The Valley Of Giant Oaks. He thought just then about calling Mila but
decided he would play with her another day. This Mission Impossible was
for a lone cub, a sneaky cub, a cub who could evade detec�on from the
squadron of the enemy, and Mila, sparkly light and all, would put her –
them – in the enemy’s radar.

Chris�an loved the quiet mood of the forest a�er a big storm. He thought
about this as he walked along. He spied the Valley of the Giant Oaks in the
distance. This was the perfect day to try and get a be�er view of the
mountain and as he approached the trees, his heart leapt inside of him.
The top of the tall trees would be the best place from which to spot an
adventure – and eye the mountain.

The cub stood on his back paws to get be�er leverage as he pulled himself
onto one of the lowest branches of a par�cularly colossal tree. Now on the
branch, he navigated his way upwards, up twisted branches, across bridges
of bark. As he climbed, he silently congratulated himself on having come
alone, as it was definitely saving him �me in making his way to the top of
the tree.

Finally, his paws hugged the tree’s highest branch and a�er some
delibera�on, he pulled himself up un�l he was looking over the en�re
forest. The scene beneath the tree was more beau�ful than he could ever
have imagined. From this high up, he was sure he could spot Zeb’s family



grazing in the distance, near to where he had met the zebra. He wasn’t
even going to try see Mila from this height. She would be a faint twinkle in
the distance.

Wait, what was that?

He did see a twinkle!

However, it was too large to be coming from Mila. S�ll, he had to look
again.

He tried to imagine what the twinkle might be. It could be anything: a
treasure chest, a crown, or, Chris�an’s heart li�ed with excitement, a pot of
gold. It had rained the day before and there had been a rainbow! Maybe
this was where the rainbow had ended?

Mila had once told him that there was a pot of gold at the end of each
rainbow. She was li�le but she was large in her wisdom.

He wondered what Mila would say about the pot of gold. Maybe she
would have some advice? She knew a lot more about rainbows than he
did. For a moment he wished she was there with him, to see the sparkle of
the gold.

He had wanted the trip up the tree to be uncomplicated and undisturbed…
not that Mila would have disturbed him. He had been a silly lion thinking
he could go on an adventure alone.

He would go and call the others. The view from this high up was so
magnificent that it was not a view to enjoy alone.

Only, as he moved his paw to the branch beneath the one he was now on
to get down, he heard a great ‘snap’. The branch below him broke and
plummeted to the forest floor below.

Chris�an gasped. He was stuck, with no one to help him down.

Afraid, he crouched down onto the branch, the highest branch of the tree,
holding on �ghtly with shaking paws. His heart raced inside of his chest.

“Chris�an,” a voice spoke gently. “What are you doing there?”



It was the King. At the top of the tree?

“I can’t get down,” the cub said.

“I know that,” said the King. “But where are your friends?”

Chris�an explained how he had gone out in search of an adventure and
decided it would be quicker to just climb the tree alone. He loved his
friends dearly, but he had needed some uninterrupted exploring.

"So now you are stuck?" the King asked.

"Yes,” said Chris�an. He felt very afraid at that moment. The tall tree
might've been a whole mountain. Suddenly, it seemed larger than life. He
would surely die there, alone. They would go looking for him but no-one
would think to look up here. Or he would possibly find enough leaves to
eat, s�ck out his tongue and drink raindrops… and a�er years had passed,
become an old lion - the only lion living at the top of a tree.

The other animals would never know of his final fate. They would assume
he had run away. They would tell their children, and their children's
children about the legend of Chris�an the Lion Cub, not knowing he was
s�ll at the top of the tree, watching them from a distance… a very far (and
high) distance. Chris�an covered his eyes. He was so very high up!

He was relieved the King could climb trees, and was big enough to be with
him, even as he hung on for dear life, with trembling paws.

“So you wanted an uninterrupted adventure?" the King asked.

"Yes," said the cub.

"It wasn’t exactly uninterrupted was it?” the King’s s�ll, small voice
con�nued.

He felt a whole lot of things inside of him at that moment: anger at himself
for his stupidity; fear, because he was so high up; and shame that he had
turned his friends away that day.

Something wet fell onto his cheek. It was a tear.



“I messed up, didn’t I?” he said to the King. “I am a no-good lion.”

“Your teardrops tell me differently,” said the King. “There’s a lot of heart in
you li�le lion.”

“But teardrops won’t help me to get down from here,” he said.

"What if I told you a teardrop is in fact very powerful?" the King asked.

“A tear?” Chris�an asked.

“Yes,” said the King, "Have you heard how loud a tear can be?"

"You're kidding me, right?" asked the cub.

"To me one tear is very loud,” said the King, “If it is cried from a true
heart… and I can see you are truly sorry."

Chris�an felt the King’s peace with Him. Was the King really so mindful of
each tear?

“See that?” he heard the King whisper. “That view!”

Chris�an thought of his friends and wished they were with him. The view
was beau�ful as the King said.

“There is someone to share the view with you,” said the King, as though he
had read Chris�an’s thoughts. “I am here. Isn't it magnificent?”

“It is beau�ful,” said Chris�an.

“Views from this high up are best shared with others,” said the King. “So
many animals want to climb the tallest trees alone but when they get to
the top, even if the branch doe*2/sn’t snap, they get so very lonely. No
animal was made to make the journey alone.”

“Do I know it,” the cub sighed. He considered his predicament again:
“Would you please help me to get down?”

“That’s why I am here,” said the King. “Let’s do it together.”

Chris�an smiled and he felt peace flood his heart. The sun had begun to
set, and Chris�an tried hard not to think about the approach of dinner



�me.

Grace would probably contend for his piece of pie when he didn't show up
for dinner. They would give it to her, thinking he would be just a li�le late.
They might even go to bed quite peacefully, believing him to be staying
over at Zeb's for the night.

What if they forgot him? What if every evening, they took turns having his
piece of pie?

His heart ached when he thought of home, so far away, and an even
greater tear slid down his cheek, falling, falling, all the way down - what
seemed hundreds of thousands of metres, to the ground - which it hit,
with a loud bang (in the King's ears).

It was one tear, but it was loud enough to move the King to speak - a very
specific instruc�on.

“Chris�an, don’t be so worried li�le cub,” the King said. “Tell me, what do
you have with you?”

Chris�an hadn’t believed he had anything with him, but when the King
asked him again, he decided to check. This was when he saw a piece of thin
rope bangle he had �ed around his paw a few days back. It was a mul�-
coloured rope of woven thread which Zeb had given him as a gi�: “From
one brother to another …” the zebra had said.

“I have this string bangle,” said the cub.

“What else?" asked the King.

“Nothing,” said Chris�an.

“Look again,” the King challenged.

Chris�an examined his paws. He stuck out his claws one by one: “Do these
count?”

“Yes, of course,” said the King. “But what else?”

“I know! Kimba gave me a piece of chewing gum this morning.”



“It looks like your friends have given you many important things. In many
ways, they are with you here.”

"They mean a lot to me,” said Chris�an, “…But I couldn’t possibly get out of
this tree with string and a piece of chewing gum.”

The King didn’t argue His point.

Chris�an un�ed the string and stretched it out. It measured about the
length of four paws. He spat out the chewing gum and rolled it into a neat
ball.

“There you go,” he said to the King. “It’s all I have.”

“All you have is all I need,” said the King. “Just give it to me.”

This is what Chris�an did. He even closed his eyes, remembering the first
�me he had met the King and the great hope and expecta�on that had
burned in his heart that day. He thought of the King’s brightness, His
thundering voice, His immense size – the same King who had changed his
life in the clearing those many days ago, was with him at the top of the
tree.

When he finally opened his eyes, he saw something in the distance. It was
one of the great eagles. The giant eagle was perched s�ll as a statue,
sleeping on a branch in the tree adjacent to the one where Chris�an was
now stuck.

Chris�an called out to the eagle but he couldn't hear the cub. He was too
fast asleep to hear anything. “Hey!” Chris�an shouted. “Wake up!”

The eagle didn’t move

“I need help!” the cub yelled.

Chris�an looked again at the string and chewing gum. Then he had an idea.
He took the string and �ed one of its ends to form something of a lasso. He
used his claws to �e a par�cularly well-fashioned knot. Then he took the
chewing gum and placing it in the loop at the rope’s end and began to turn
the rope in circles, as a helicopter blade, faster and faster, un�l the



chewing gum ball was hurled outwards towards the eagle. “For the King!”
Chris�an shouted, as the chewing gum hit the sleeping eagle on his
shoulder.

“Hey!” said the bird, opening one eye. “Who did that?”

The bird looked around with fierce eyes. It didn’t take him long to spot
Chris�an at the top of the tree.

The cub waved his paws. He was too desperate to be scared. “I need help!”
he yelled. “I can’t get out of this tree!”

The eagle steadied his gaze towards Chris�an. Even from this distance,
Chris�an could make out his frown. He was sure the eagle was wondering:
‘What is that lion doing up a tree?’

The cub felt his heart li� when he saw the eagle stretch out his giant wings
and prepare to take off. “Hang on li�le cub,” the giant bird said, as he
swooped towards the cub. He li�ed Chris�an up by the loose skin at the
back of the cub’s neck, and tossed him up so that the cub fell squarely onto
his back, as he soared up again, to even greater heights. "Hold on �ght!" he
said.

They glided like a kite through the air at what felt like rocket speed and
then the eagle began to descend. Wind rushed passed Chris�an’s ears and
he held on for his life. What an adventure!

The ride ended as abruptly as it had begun, as the eagle landed so�ly on
the forest floor.

“There you go,” the bird smiled, as Chris�an climbed off his back and onto
the grass. The sweet aroma of grass and soil made the cub’s heart leap
with joy. Ground!

“You shouldn’t be climbing tall trees alone,” the eagle winked at the cub,
before he took off in flight.

“I didn’t even get your name …” the cub shouted a�er him, but the eagle
had already flown off into the distance.



That evening, Chris�an told his father his story. “I le� my friends behind,”
the cub said, “…But I learned my lesson… And do you know what? It was
the gi�s they had given me that helped me to get down.”

“That’s why friends are so valuable,” said his father.

“They are,” said Chris�an.

But Chris�an’s dad wasn’t about to se�le the cub in for the evening so
easily. There was s�ll so much he wanted to tell his father about his
adventure. His thoughts turned to the pot of gold: “When I was up the
tree, I saw something shining in the distance. Tell me, do you really believe
there is gold at the end of the rainbow, because I think it might have been
the pot of gold that I saw.”

“A pot of gold, you say?” asked the grown lion.

“The real thing,” Chris�an’s eyes sparkled.

“Do you really believe those stories about the pot of gold at the end of the
rainbow?” Chris�an’s father asked.

Chris�an frowned: “You mean they aren’t true?”

“Not necessarily,” said his father. “But I’m not sure you were looking for the 
pot of gold the right way.  There is a real rainbow and there is a real pot of
gold, but you have to know how to find them.”

The cub wiggled in his bed with excitement.

“Get some sleep now,” said Chris�an’s father, “Tomorrow I will teach you
how to find real gold.”

 

Chapter 9 – Finding Gold

When Chris�an had first met with the King, he had asked him to be his
Teacher and the King had responded whole-heartedly to the cub’s request.
He had been very thorough in the way he had taught the cub, weaving
adventures to teach Chris�an about how he was unique, created for a



purpose, and fi�ed with a one-of-a-kind heart, which had the ability to
respond with love to another, awakening their heart to do the same.

But He hadn’t stopped there. Through Chris�an’s failed roar a�empt, He
had taught the cub that unless he sought true and noble mo�ves and
responded with a heart of humility and compassion towards others, he
would not be able to roar. He had then showed the cub how he needed
others, rescuing him from a treetop using the things Chris�an had received
as gi�s from his friends.

He had taught Chris�an how cold, prickly snow could look quite different
when an animal had the right a�tude and kept their focus on His joy,
which was unchangeable. Snow meant snowball fights and transformed
winter wonderlands for the animal who knew how to keep summer in his
heart. The journey that He had begun with Chris�an, first taking the cub
inwards, to his own heart – now took a turn, to focus outwards, as He
revealed the true meaning of the rainbow to the cub.

Chris�an’s father had determined the next day to teach him about the true
rainbow and the true pot of gold, as the King had taught him, through his
own life’s journey.

Chris�an and his father sat beside the river the next morning and his father
began to share with him:

“It is like this Chris�an,” he began. “Because you see everything through
your own eyes and hear everything through your own ears – it is easy to
think the world is louder through your ears than through any other ears
and brighter through your eyes that through any other eyes. You might
even think no animal has ever seen the world or heard the world quite as
you have.”

Chris�an listened intently. “I thought this was about gold?” he asked

His father sighed: "Why do all the animals want to hear about gold?" he
managed a smile.

Chris�an thought about this a moment. “Because when you find gold, you
can get something of even greater value.”



“That is true,” said his dad. He considered his cub a moment. “So do you
really believe there is a pot of gold at the end of the rainbow?”

Chris�an didn’t hesitate to answer: “Yes,” he said.

“Have you ever tried to get to the end of a rainbow,” his dad asked.

“Yes,” Chris�an smiled.

“I’m guessing you did a lot of walking,” said his dad.

“I did,” said the cub.

“And when you got to the end, was there gold,” he asked.

The cub frowned: “I didn’t make it to the end,” he said.

“The end kept ge�ng further and further away then,” his father asked.

“Yes,” Chris�an said. “Did that happen to you too?”

“To every animal who chases fool’s gold,” his father said.

“Fool’s gold?” Chris�an asked.

“It looks like gold. It shines like gold. But when you scratch beneath the
surface, there’s just dirt… nothing valuable.”

“So then the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow is just a story then?”
Chris�an asked, “A legend as you call it?”

"Not necessarily. I am saying there is gold at the end of the rainbow but
you don't get there quite the way many think you do. Today, I am going to
tell you one of the greatest secrets that I have ever learned.”

Chris�an snuggled into his father’s embrace and the big lion smiled: “I
want to teach you something I wish I had realised sooner – when I was a
cub.” His eyes lit up as he considered the sunrise: “The King calls it ‘the
golden rule’.”

“What is the golden rule?” Chris�an asked.



"It is the way to find real gold," said his father. “Tell you what. I know
you're brimming for an adventure, so I'm sending you on a quest. You
begin here… by the river. For this quest, I want you to study your reflec�on
for the morning, and see what you find."

“Is that it?” asked Chris�an.

“That’s it!” said the lion. “I hope you had a good breakfast this morning.
You’re going to need all of your energy for this challenge.

Chris�an doubted that. How much energy could one use studying one’s
reflec�on: “…But what am I trying to find?” Chris�an asked his father as he
stood to leave.

“The golden rule.”

Chris�an frowned: “How will I know when I have found it?”

“Oh, you will know,” said the grown lion.

Alone, Chris�an looked out across the river. From this place, he could see
the Great Mountain. His thoughts wandered to all the magical stories he
had heard about it. “There are horses with wings there,” Meep the possum
had once said. While Chris�an seriously doubted the possum had made
the long climb up the mountain, her daydreams seemed plausible.

Chris�an dreamed of the day he would stand on top of the mountain, the
real gold might give him the means to do so, he reasoned… however, while
'that day' was somewhere in the future, this day, s�ll brand new, seemed
to belong just to him.

“Well hello there handsome,” he grinned at his own reflec�on. He smiled
his biggest smile. His reflec�on smiled his biggest smile back.

Then he pushed a paw against his nose to make a piggy snout. “Hey there
good looking,” he beamed.

A piggy-snouted lion beamed back.

Then, he pushed his lips out into a pout, and laughed at the silliness of
what he saw in the water. His reflec�on pouted back, laughing at him. "Hey



stop laughing!" he said to the reflec�on, punching at the air, as though to
punch at himself. His reflec�on punched back. "Oh, is that how it is?" he
teased.

Just then, he heard a voice say, “Who are you talking to, honey?”

What? Where was the voice coming from?

It certainly wasn't his reflec�on speaking. His reflec�on looked as confused
as he was at the turn of events.

He looked to see a golden fish, with large, bulbous eyes, flashing her
eyelashes at him.

“I...” Chris�an began. “I was just playing around with my reflec�on.”
Chris�an realised a fish who spent her �me in the water probably didn’t
know what a reflec�on looked like. She had always been inside of the
water, and didn’t know what it meant to be looking into it, from the
outside. “Never mind,” he said.

The fish frowned and studied him with curiosity. “Are you looking for
something, perhaps?” she asked.

A second, older fish surfaced. “Goldy, what’s all this commo�on?” he
grumbled, adjus�ng the whiskers that hung over his stern, pinched-
together fishy lips.

“Maybe you could help me?” asked Chris�an.

The fish who had just surfaced eyed Chris�an suspiciously.

“You seem a wise and learned fish …” the cub con�nued.

The old fish raised an eyebrow. “I might be,” he said. “Name is Speckles.”

“Good day, Speckles,” Chris�an greeted the fish. “My name is Chris�an…
Chris�an The Lion Cub… I need a wise fish to help me. I am looking for the
golden rule."

"Honey, are you not possibly mistaken?" Goldy interjected. "We are gold
fishes. We don’t know any golden rules, whatever those might be.”



A third fish surfaced just then, with a rather large splash. He was a young
fish like Chris�an, and splashed around with excitement when he saw the
cub visitor.

"Skipper, let me handle this," Speckles reprimanded the younger fish. "The
golden rule, you say?" he asked Chris�an.

"Yes," said the cub. He felt a li�le foolish trying to explain something he
didn’t yet understand to the three fish. S�ll, they listened intently, and
Skipper, enthralled by Chris�an's explana�ons, did li�le flips and
somersaults in the water with excitement as he spoke. The older fish tried
to calm him down, with li�le luck.

Chris�an chose his words carefully: "The golden rule is something animals
can use to find the true rainbow and true gold,” he said.

"Stories... stories..." the old fish grumbled.

"They might not be stories," Skipper squealed. "I have seen many rainbows
and wondered the same thing."

Chris�an was pleased that someone understood his enthusiasm.

"The problem is, when you are chasing rainbows, you walk an awful lot and
never get to the end of the rainbow. The pot of gold keeps moving further
and further away,” said Speckles.

“Come on dear,” Goldy said to the old fish. “Don’t you remember being a
young fish? The dreams you had… The cub is just wan�ng an adventure…”
She considered the lion cub. “Perhaps you should swim upstream, dear,
closer to the Great Mountain. Most rainbows appear to end that side. You
might find your golden rule there. Sorry we couldn’t be of more help.”

“Does this river lead to the mountain?” Chris�an asked.

"All rivers lead to the mountain, honey," said Goldy.

“Now Chris�an, I am not golden rule expert,” said Speckles. Goldy’s words
had somehow made him remember his own dreams and something, or
rather, someone quite important had come to mind. “But if you want



someone who can help you, I would suggest consul�ng with the turtle who
stays by the fork in the river, just up ahead.” Speckles scratched his
whiskered chin with a fin. "He is a very wise turtle.” He put on his tough
fish expression, clearing his throat: "We have consulted on many ma�ers
together… ma�ers which require extreme wisdom."

"You should speak with him, honey,” said Goldy. “He is a wise turtle.
Offensive, unconven�onal… but wise.”

“He should be able to advise you,” said Speckles. “… But remember,
dreams are good, but wisdom is be�er. Now take care to not wear yourself
out chasing rainbows li�le cub."

"I won't," Chris�an laughed, excited by the unexpected turn in his quest.
He had a turtle to find.

"Wait up Chris�an," the small fish said, as Chris�an turned to leave.

Chris�an went to the water’s edge to speak to the splashy li�le fish, who
now spoke in a small voice, not wan�ng the older fishes to hear him. "I
have a dream too," he said to Chris�an.

"You do?" Chris�an asked.

"It's not that different to yours,” said the fish.

"Oh?" Chris�an frowned. Another animal with his dream?

"Will you come back and tell me," said the small fish. "I would very much
like to know the golden rule."

Chris�an smiled. "Of course li�le fish." He put out his paw and playfully
pressed it against the fish's fin. "Paw five,” he said.

“Paw five,” said Speckles.

“A fish with a big dream is a friend of mine,” said Chris�an.

Chris�an thanked the fishes for their help and as he tro�ed off for the next
part of his adventure, Speckles shouted out a�er him: "His name is
Norbert! The turtle's name is Norbert!"



"Got it!" shouted the cub, without turning back. "Thank you!"

The journey to the fork in the river was longer than Chris�an had
an�cipated. Eventually, he came to a widening of the river, realising this
was in fact the fork. The split in the river was hidden by bulrushes and
reeds of various descrip�ons.

It had started to rain and the cub flinched with each raindrop that hit his
back and face. The falling rain le� ripples across the pris�ne surface of the
water and Chris�an shivered as he stood to inspect the river bed, his eyes
searching through the thicket for any sign of the turtle.

Was he to call out for Norbert? Would such a wise turtle give of his �me
and company so easily?

The bulrushes were dense in most places, and Chris�an thought how this
was a good place to bring the others to play hide-and-go-seek.

Now, he felt like he was playing something of a game of hide-and-go-seek
with the turtle. Norbert could be anywhere. Chris�an pushed his way
through the reeds, walking through shallow water, the rain s�ll spi�ng
so�ly against his fur.

Just then, he heard something, or rather someone. They were singing… not
exactly in tune, but singing nonetheless. They sang in a low, baritone voice:
“He is good, he is good and his love never changes … He is good, He is
good, forever."

Chris�an nosed his way through the reeds, towards the singing, and at the
sight of a large turtle, larger than any he had yet seen, breathed a sigh of
relief. He knew straight away he was looking at Norbert – and Norbert
looked back at him.

How different to his reflec�on Norbert was. The ancient turtle was serene
and unruffled, probably from years of exercising extreme pa�ence,
Chris�an imagined. An animal who related to the world with such slow,
purposeful movements, must have learned pa�ence, surely, if nothing else.

Chris�an's giddy, youthful smile was not reflected in Norbert's determined,
steady gaze. He looked straight at the cub, no longer singing, and spoke



with slow, steady words, "Did you like my song?" he asked.

Chris�an blushed just a li�le.

"Well…?” the turtle asked again.

"Yes Sir," he said.

"I thought you might,” said Norbert.

Something about the large concave shell and the ancient wrinkled and
weathered flipper-like limbs, and the eyes which had seen many, many
years in the Rainbow Forest come and go, le� Chris�an feeling slightly off
guard… a li�le foolish, even.

“You have arrived,” the turtle said.

Chris�an studied the turtle's face: “You were expec�ng me?" he asked.

“To be honest, no," said the turtle. "But you have arrived…not so?”

“Yes,” said Chris�an, “I guess so. I am pleased to make your acquaintance.”

“One hasn’t made acquaintance un�l one has a name,” said the turtle.
“Norbert,” he said and bowed his head courteously. “How might I help
you?”

Chris�an didn’t know quite where to begin. “I am here to find out about
the golden rule,” said Chris�an.

“Oh?” asked the turtle. “Please tell me more.”

“My father says it is the secret to finding the true pot of gold at the
rainbow’s end.”

“And the reason you want this gold is?”

Chris�an sighed: “For my dream. I just know if I had enough gold, then I
could…”

“A dream, you say?” asked the turtle.

“Yes, I have a dream,” said the cub.



“And this golden rule will help you realise your dream?” Norbert asked.

“Yes,” said the cub.

The turtle started to sing again. S�ll out of tune: “He is good, he is good
and his love never changes … He is good, he is good …”

“Do you want to hear what my dream is?” he stopped to ask.

“Sure,” said Chris�an.

“I want to be an opera singer.”

Chris�an s�fled a giggle.

“It’s true,” said the turtle, quite seriously. “Many are offended by my
dream,” he con�nued.

"I'm not," Chris�an lied.

"I'm not quite a nigh�ngale am I?" asked the turtle.

Chris�an remembered the nigh�ngale.

“You aren’t a nigh�ngale, no,” he said.

“Do you believe only nigh�ngales can have dreams of being opera
singers?” the turtle con�nued.

“Well, no,” said the cub.

“Good, then here is my advice…” Norbert paused a very long moment.
Again, the pa�ence of one who has lived many long, slow years. “Well, let
me see what I have here...” he con�nued.

“What do you have?” Chris�an asked.

“Hmm.. ‘The end of the road is a bend in the road’…” he began.

Chris�an frowned.

“No, that’s not it… ‘Don’t beat about the bush’…” the turtle con�nued.



Watching Chris�an’s expression, the turtle corrected himself: “Not that one
either?”

“Not quite,” Chris�an said. He was beginning to wonder about the wisdom
of this out-of-tune, singing turtle.

“Right. How about, ‘If at first you don’t succeed, try and...’”

“Try again,” Chris�an sighed. “Heard it before…”

“Seek and …” the turtle con�nued.

“…You will find,” Chris�an snapped.

Norbert looked over his spectacles, to study Chris�an’s face for a brief
moment. “It seems to me you know all of this already,” he said. “You
already know what to do.”

“No,” said the cub, “I don’t.”

“This one might help then. Yes, I think this is the one. ‘There are many fish
in the …’ I can’t quite remember it. ‘… In the river’.”

"… ‘In the sea’,” Chris�an said. “It’s in the sea, not the river... ‘There are
many fish in the sea’.”

"Could you excuse me a minute?" the cub asked. He needed some
reflec�on �me. He was wondering whether he had the right turtle. This
turtle seemed to know nothing of the golden rule. He had a dream to be
an opera�c singer but couldn’t sing, and he knew dumb, over-used sayings,
like… ‘There are many fish... in the river’. He didn’t even know how it
ended!

Chris�an decided he would politely excuse himself and con�nue on his
adventure. In all likelihood, the key to finding the golden rule would be
upstream, closer to the Great Mountain.

"I should be con�nuing my journey," he said to the turtle, as politely as he
could. “Thank you for your help.”



“It’s a pleasure,” the turtle did a bow. “Sorry I couldn’t have been of more
help,” he said. “Maybe I will catch up with you at the top of the mountain
one day. Maybe I will have set up an opera studio there by then… perhaps
with many singing turtles. Can you imagine it?”

Chris�an could… many out of tune turtles at the top of the mountain. He
smiled a wide grin: “Yes I can actually,” he said.

"We could hook up then… share some more stories about our dream of the
mountain top.”

"Our dream?" Chris�an asked.

The turtle con�nued: "I’m so sorry, I was so caught up in my song and my
dream, to even catch your name.”

“Chris�an,” said the cub. “It’s Chris�an.”

“A good name,” said Norbert. “My name has a great story behind it. I’m
sure yours does too.”

He opened his mouth to begin another song: "When you wish upon a star...
makes no difference who you are...”

Chris�an couldn't help but grin.

"At least I made you smile," said the turtle, "…Even if I couldn't give you
the answer to YOUR golden rule. I could only tell you the answer to my
golden rule, but it seems you have to go.”

Chris�an stopped in his tracks: “You have a golden rule?”

“It works for me,” said the turtle. “But because your dream seems so much
more important than mine, I’m not so sure it would work for you too.”

“Oh?” the cub frowned.

“We could try to see if it would work,” said the turtle.

“So let me get this right,” said Chris�an, “We all have dreams?”



“Every animal,” the turtle was star�ng to sound just a li�le wise. “The King
doesn’t make any animal without pu�ng a dream inside of him - or her.
However insignificant another animal’s dream sounds, it is to that animal,
the most important dream in all of the forest. But never mind me,” he said,
“I’m just a silly old river turtle with dreams of being an opera�c singer…
with an opera school… on top of the mountain.”

"But what does this have to do with the golden rule?"

"Your golden rule or my golden rule?" the turtle asked.

"Surely there is only one?" Chris�an asked

"I had thought so,” said Norbert.

Chris�an sighed. "What is our golden rule then?" he asked.

The turtle smiled for the first �me since Chris�an had met him. "Now you
are speaking with wisdom,” he said. “Now you are ready to hear. It is this
and it is quite simple: ‘Do to others as you would have them do to you’.
When you realise each animal is as important as you are, and that they
perceive their world as being the brightest, loudest world there has ever
been, and when you understand that to them, their dream is the most
important dream in the forest, you will find the true rainbow.”

“Do to others as you would have them do to you,” Chris�an repeated the
golden rule, as to always remember it.

“When you keep prac�cing this golden rule, trea�ng each animal as you
would want to be treated because you recognise they are as important as
you are, then you will find the gold that will help you realise your own
dream.” The turtle examined Chris�an’s expression with curiosity: "What?
Did you think the golden rule was a thing?”

“I might have,” said the cub. He laughed, feeling rather silly just then.

“Your life will change into something spectacular the day you apply the
golden rule. You will find real gold, and you won't be sorry.”



"It is true what you say Norbert,” said Chris�an. “Not just about the golden
rule, but about there being many fish. There really are many fish... in the
river… and they have dreams which are big like mine… even the smaller
fish. Today I met just one. He was so excited about his dream and this
dream was the size of the Great Mountain in his heart. He asked me to
share the golden rule with him and I will go back and tell him!”

The turtle nodded his head: “That is wise Chris�an. I see now that you
have greatness in you.”

“We all do,” said Chris�an.

“Perhaps… but I see it in you, specifically,” said Norbert. “So tell me
Chris�an… the day I make it big in showbiz, do you think I should wear red
or blue? Which one goes best with my colouring?”

Chris�an smiled. “Red,” he said. “… With gli�er detail… perhaps a blue
collar and cuffs… and long coat tails, to add some length.”

Norbert's eyes sparkled. Chris�an could see now that they were wise eyes.
“Thank you,” said Norbert, “I will make a note of that. If you’re ever
upstream again, you could help me pick out some back-up singing turtles. I
don’t want a one-man show.”

As Chris�an travelled home, back downstream, he realised it had stopped
raining. The gentle drops which had annoyed him so, had somehow taken
backstage when he had focused on what Norbert had to say.

When he arrived home, he ran to tell his father the good news.

"Well, did you study your reflec�on hard in the river?" his father grinned.

"I did,” said the cub.

"You're a good looking cub. Did you no�ce?” his father said.

"Dad!" said Chris�an, feeling a li�le embarrassed. "The day didn't go quite
as I expected,” he said. “One thing led to another…”

“I thought that much,” said the grown lion. 'Come with me. Let's go
outside, by the river bank, and watch the sunset. Did you know each one is



different? We must hurry. Tonight's sunset will never come again.”

They sat together beneath a golden sky. Clouds bathed in amber and pink
danced together this par�cular evening.

Chris�an nudged his father playfully with his nose. “Say Dad,” he said. “I’ve
known you forever, but I s�ll don’t know your dream.”

“I thought you would never ask,” his dad said.

“Sorry it has taken so long for me to ask,” said the cub.

"That’s ok,” said the big lion. “To be honest, I have my dream,” he said.

"You do?"

"Yes,” the lion smiled at his son. “…And I’m glad he’s a dreamer.”

“Thank you,” said Chris�an snuggling close to his father.

The sunset shi�ed to a darker shade of pink as the clouds dri�ed across the
sky. Chris�an thought for a moment that he had spo�ed the cloud ship he
had seen weeks earlier. He could make out the cloud masts and the cloud
stern, but he couldn’t see the captain this �me. Perhaps the captain had
se�led inside the ship for the evening. S�ll, the ship con�nued to move
across the sky.

Seeing the cloud ship's determined sailing, he had a thought: "Say Dad, do
you think the King has a dream?"

His father smiled. “I know the King has a dream.”

“What is His dream?” said Chris�an. He expected the King would have the
most exci�ng dream of them all.

“Let me tell you a story,” said his dad.

Chris�an was always up for a story.

His father began: “Once upon a �me there was a King. His kingdom was
breathtakingly beau�ful and he would walk through its expansive garden
from sunrise un�l sunset, enjoying its splendour. It was all perfect and



good in his sight. But his heart longed for someone to share it with. This
was his dream.”

“Someone to share it all with?” Chris�an mused.

“Yes,” said his father. “He called the garden, ‘Eden’. It was incredibly
beau�ful.”

“As beau�ful as the Great Mountain?” the cub asked.

“As beau�ful,” said his father.

“I have heard there is a garden at the top of the Great Mountain,”
Chris�an’s eyes glowed. “Maybe that garden is Eden. The real Eden!”

"Or maybe,” said his father, “Eden is here.”

“Eden is here?” asked Chris�an.

“Eden is where the King is,” said his dad. “He's here in the Rainbow Forest
with us. You do know that, don’t you?"

Chris�an thought for a moment. He thought how the King had been there
with him at the top of the tallest tree in the Valley of the Giant Oaks the
previous day.

"Yes I know it,” he said. “I know He is here.”

“So the King had a dream, to share everything he had with someone else,”
his father con�nued. “He wanted someone he could talk to in the cool of
the day as he walked through the trees and flowers, beside the gentle-
flowing rivers … and as he imagined this perfect someone, his dream took
form. That someone is you… and that someone is me… and every animal in
the Rainbow Forest.”

Chris�an smiled as he remembered the day's adventure.

The whole Rainbow Forest looked different somehow knowing that it was
held together by many dreams, and that forest itself was a dream, the
dream of the King who dreamed the biggest dream of them all.

Chapter 10 – About Grace and grace!



When you have tried your hardest, when you don’t know what to do next,
there is something called grace. It is the second chance you might've been
too �red to ask for. It is the help you were too proud to reach for. It is the
unassuming way all things fall into place, without your help, a�er you have
worked and worked to put them right and had no luck, and given up. The
King is there to pick you up and help you out, as Chris�an learned when he
got stuck at the top of a tree. He’s the King, you know.

“Tell me about Grace,” Chris�an asked his mother one evening.

His mother’s eyes smiled at the ques�on: “You want to know about
grace?” she asked.

“Yes,” said the cub.

“Grace is one of my favourite topics,” began his mother. “It is something
very close to my heart. Now let’s see Chris�an, grace is when someone
does something for you that you don’t expect. It is undeserved kindness."

But Chris�an hadn't been thinking about that kind of grace. He had heard
the story behind his name, but what about his sister's story?

“I don’t mean that kind of grace,” he said. “I know what grace means.
“What I meant to say was, tell me about the day you named my sister.”

“You were there, don’t you remember?”

Chris�an shook his head, “I think I was a li�le small for that.”

“You were a small cub then,” his mother agreed. “That was the year of the
fire.”

“The fire?” Chris�an asked.

“The fire came suddenly to the forest,” said Chris�an’s mom. “Many of the
older animals will remember it. I remember it because it was the day I got
my foot caught in a trap.”

“A what?” the cub asked.

“A human trap,” said his mother.



Chris�an frowned. "I thought humans were mostly good."

"They are," said his mom, “…But not all of them. As you grow older, you
will learn to be�er discern between good and evil, right and wrong. These
specific humans had set a trap for animals in the forest.”

“Why would they set a trap?” Chris�an asked.

“They haven’t lived in the Rainbow Forest as we have," explained his
mother. "As such, they have no comprehension of complete peace and
unity. They could not possibly understand how a lion can be friends with a
zebra or hippo… or firefly…"

His mother con�nued: “You were s�ll a small cub at the �me. Father was
looking a�er you, teaching you about the ways of the forest. You were
kicking pine cones together, and I set out on a walk. It was late a�ernoon
when I heard twigs snap and felt something grip around my foot. I was
li�ed up into the air, paw first."

Chris�an's eyes grew wide.

“A trap had caught me," his mother con�nued. “I was alone, and didn’t
know how to get out. This was when the fire came.”

"Oh dear, a trap and a fire!" said Chris�an. "Both at once..."

"Yes," said his mother.

“Where did the fire come from?” asked Chris�an.

“That's hard to say,” she said. “Some animals say when the sun burns too
brightly, it heats up the dry grass un�l it sets it alight. Some say fire is a
message from the King. S�ll, most animals agree that when there is fire, it
must be respected.”

Chris�an agreed. "You don't play with fire. Never ever. You respect it."

“Very good, my cub,” she said. She con�nued: “So there was the fire… but
first, the trap...”



"Tell me,” said the cub, “Is it true that when your foot gets caught in a trap,
you are turned upside-down?”

“Not just you,” said his mom, “…Your whole world is suddenly the wrong
way around.”

“So you were caught in a trap, hanging upside-down?”

“Yes,” said his mother, “And by Edgemead.”

“I’ve been there,” said Chris�an, thinking of the �me he and Mila and Ben
had crash-landed there and shivering at the memory. “What were you
doing there, Mom?”

“I guess there’s a bit of an adventurer in me too,” his mother laughed.
"Edgemead can be a treacherous place, especially for an animal who enters
it unaware of its brambles and thorns and traps. I wasn't aware of any
threats. So I found myself in the trap, hanging upside-down. The rope was
�ght against my fur and the pain was unthinkable. I knew there was no way
I could get out. Not without help. But who goes to Edgemead for an animal
to even be able to call for help?”

“The birds don’t even sing there Mom. I didn’t hear one bird’s song.”
Chris�an snuggled up closely to his mother. “Momma, I am glad you are
okay,” he said. He nuzzled his nose into her fur. "I had no idea."

His mother con�nued. She didn't just share Chris�an’s heart as an
adventurer, but also as a storyteller. She told him how she had tried to
chew the rope around her foot with her teeth, but how it was too thick. “I
was about to give up, when I saw a great light in the distance. I had
thought it was my own imagina�on but then I heard the sound of many
galloping hooves.”

Many animals and birds were running, headed her direc�on.

“Zara zebra was the first to see me,” she said.

“Zeb’s mom,” Chris�an smiled.



"She and the others would have not headed towards the mountain, and
gone through Edgemead on the way, had the fire not come that day.”

She described the scene of chaos: animals running from all direc�ons…
fran�c birds, with panic-stricken wings. “Zara was quick to call for someone
with fingers nimble enough to help me out of the trap. A hoof or paw
wouldn’t have been able to do un�e the knot, and teeth weren't able to
bite through it. It was Wiggle’s mother who helped me from the tree,
untying my paw.”

“Wiggles is a clever monkey. I should imagine his mom is too,” said
Chris�an.

“Clever indeed,” said his mom, “It wasn’t an easy knot to un�e."

Chris�an's mother told how once she was free, she had watched with the
other animals as the great wall of light had approached. "It blinded us to
even look at it. We were afraid," she said.

“The fire!” Chris�an said.

“We were stuck between the bramble bushes at the foot of the mountain
and the fire in front of us. There seemed to be no way out. I kept on
thinking about you Chris�an, at home, playing with that pine cone. When I
asked Zara if you and your father were among the fleeing animals, she told
me that the fire hadn’t affected the east of the forest. Our cave – and my
family – was safe. S�ll, I kept on thinking of you playing there back at the
gro�o. It was such a sweet thought, so dear to my heart, that I thought my
heart might break, it swelled so much.”

What were the animals to do? With nowhere to run, and a fast-
approaching fire, they needed a quick solu�on. They needed a miracle.

“You must have been scared Mom,” said the cub.

“At this moment, there was no �me to be scared – just to do the next right
thing. But trapped between thorn bushes and fire, what right thing were
we to do? We needed help! I cried out his name, as the flames towered
before us. Then grace happened. Grace enters unexpectedly, did you know
that?”



Chris�an smiled: “She definitely can knock you off your feet.” He thought
of his sister and her enthusias�c bounding. For a girl, she had some stuff in
her. He imagined grace was the same.

“It was like I saw grace for the first �me that day, in more ways than one,”
his mother con�nued. “We stood in silence watching what we thought was
our doom, when suddenly we heard the sound of running footsteps. They
were hard and loud against the forest path - a different sound to the sound
of paws and hooves. Then there was shou�ng… calling out. It was the
humans!"

"Running into the forest?" Chris�an asked. This was a good story. He
almost liked it be�er than the story about how he got his name - but only
almost.

"They gave the light a name: ‘Fire’," said his mother, “…Before this, we had
no name for it. The other animals - and birds - fled from the approaching
humans, out of sight – behind bushes, into sand burrows, into the long
grass… but I stood rooted to the spot. I stood watching, but they didn’t
seem to be able to see me. I saw they had something that looked like a
box, with a water snake coming from it. Streams of water gushed from the
snake’s mouth, and I watched amazed as the light grew dimmer and all
that was le� was the orange blush of the forest sunset.”

“Where did they come from?” Chris�an asked. "Humans don't come to
these parts of the woods. Humans don’t just run into Edgemead.”

“This is grace,” said his mom, “I heard one human say to the other, ‘If we
hadn’t fi�ed that trap with an alarm to signal when an animal had been
caught, we wouldn’t have found the fire in �me.’ ‘But who or what
ac�vated the alarm?’ another asked. They found just the rope, the knot
un�ed perfectly by Wiggles’ mom.”

“So let me get this right,” Chris�an asked. “The alarm that caught their
a�en�on and made them go into the forest, where they discovered the
fire, was only ac�vated because you got caught in the trap?”

“Yes,” said his mother. “The King turned the situa�on. Had I never been
caught in the trap, the whole forest might have been consumed by the



flames.”

She described how she had watched in amazement as the humans
disappeared into the distance. She had been freed from the trap and the
animals had been set free from the threat of destruc�on by fire.

Chris�an's mother explained how the animals had journeyed home, down
fire-burned paths. They were �red, but relieved that the forest and their
homes had been saved. The fire hadn't had a chance to spread to where
most of the animals lived. Bird, antelope, beast walked alongside each
other - united by the memory of the day's trauma. When the sun rose over
the forest treetops, the birds sang a sweeter song than the previous day.
Their hearts lit the melodies with renewed zeal.

"The first thing I heard when I neared the gro�o was your sweet voice and
the pi�er-pa�er of your paws. When you heard my voice calling, you came
bounding out of the gro�o entrance and bulldozed into me, full force, a
real li�le cannon ball. I felt happier in that moment than I had in many,
many years. Grace.”

Chris�an’s mother told him how the next day, she had started to feel
nauseous and her skin had �ngled, and her tummy hurt.

Chris�an knew what this meant: "Bad Berry Bug! Momma, was it Bad Berry
Bug?"

"Dr Walla Walla was ecsta�c to again announce I was 'with cub'. I was
carrying your sister.” She con�nued. “Your sister came with the fire, so we
called her Grace.”

“I like that story,” said Chris�an. “You were saved like I was. You weren't at
the top of a tree but you were upside-down.”

“Yes, paws in the air,” said his mom.

Chris�an remembered something just then. “Hang on,” he said. He went to
fetch his snow globe.

“See Mom,” he said. “It’s a snow globe.”



His mother smiled: “I remember it well but show me.”

“It’s got a �ny Rainbow Forest in it. Can you see the trees… They’re so
small. There’s even a li�le Great Mountain. There’s the Valley of Giant
Oaks. They’re not so giant in there, are they? But to the �ny animals of the
Rainbow Forest inside the globe, they are really big. The tallest tree I was
stuck up doesn’t look so big from here, and the fire that was so big to you,
probably would look quite li�le were it to sweep through this teeny
Rainbow Forest.”

“Let me see,” said his mother.

Chris�an handed her the snow globe.

“Turn it upside-down,” he said.

His mother did this, and the white flecks dri�ed downwards to se�le in the
curve of the orb, which had been the forest’s ceiling

“You were upside-down like that. It must’ve been scary… but turn it Mom!
See what happens!”

His mother turned the globe back the right way again. “Look Chris�an! It’s
snowing!” she acted surprised for the cub, and he seemed genuinely
delighted, even though he had seen it snow in the �ny snow globe many,
many �mes.

“Grace is like snow Mom,” Chris�an said. “It transforms everything. The
world looks like a different place when snow covers it.”

“Yes my cub,” his mother laughed. “Grace is like snow.”

Chapter 11 – The Visitor To The Forest

Chris�an was a natural born storyteller. He loved stories more than most of
the other animals in the Rainbow Forest. His special log podium in the
forest had been his stage for many years, from when he was old enough to
say the words, “Gather around”.

His stories were inspired by his own adventures, though he o�en changed
the character’s names, since, more o�en than not, the stories were told to



his friends, and he didn’t want any of them to get offended. He was proud
to be a part of the Rainbow Forest, and his stories made his small audience
equally proud to call the forest home.

One day Chris�an stood to speak a�er a sleepless night. He had heard
something distressing the night before, and thought it best to let the
others know. But how could he tell them without scaring them too much?
Mila was such a sensi�ve li�le thing.

The night before, he had overheard a conversa�on between his mom and
dad. They hadn’t known he was listening in but it was hard not to. Parents
tended to speak louder than they thought they did… and cubs had good
ears. Then, what his mom and dad had been saying had sounded so serious
that he had crept up to the closed door of their bedroom, and listened in,
his ear pressed against the wood – to hear them be�er.

Having heard just snatches of what they were saying, he gathered that
someone, or rather, something, had come to the forest, at the other side of
the river. It seemed this was something like a monster because his parents
said how it was making the animals scared and forcing them to go into
hiding, and stay away from one another. This was terrible news, especially
for a li�le cub who loved to play with others.

His mother said something about animals having to be cau�ous… animals
having to stay indoors… Indoors! Chris�an hated indoors! The ear he had
pressed against the door caught snatches from his father’s response. He 
heard:  ‘sweeping through the forest’, and ‘unexpected’, and, “Should we
consult with the King?”

Chris�an’s mind had raced. He had felt just a li�le ill. Just the thought of a
monster in the Rainbow Forest which made the animals stay away from
each other had made him more than just a li�le angry. Why, he would
show the intruder some clenched paw. He might even roar. Mila had 
taught him a thing or two.  

So when he stood up to speak on this par�cular day, it followed a night of
tossing and turning. He was, in short, a very �red li�le lion. But he felt it



was his responsibility to relay the news to his friends. They would hear it
first from him before they heard it from their moms and dads.

“I have a true story today,” he said to his small audience of loyal listeners.

“I thought they were all true?” frowned Zeb.

“Mostly,” said Chris�an, “Though this one’s a li�le more true than the
others. It’s about a scary, spiky-haired Grinch.”

“You mean Mrs Porcupine, don’t you?” asked Mila.

“No,” laughed Chris�an. Mrs Porcupine could be a Grinch. Those quills.
That pointy nose. “See, my parents were speaking last night about a
monster which is terrorising the animals on the other side of the river.”

“No ways!” said Zeb.

“I should imagine it is smelly-breathed and wart-toed, with a crown of
spikes on its head,” said Chris�an. “I heard them men�on a crown of
spikes.”

Zeb stopped chewing as the cub con�nued to speak.

“Animals have gone into their homes to stay safe from him – or rather ‘it’. It
can move forwards and sideways and backwards all at once,” the cub
con�nued.

Seeing the disbelief on his friends faces, Chris�an sought to defend his
story: “It’s true!” he said.

“Guys, I think he might be telling the truth,” said Kimba. Chris�an could see
he had her full a�en�on. “He looks like a lion who has had a sleepless
night,” the kangaroo con�nued. “Chris�an, did you even remember to
brush your teeth this morning? There’s some berry from your morning
breakfast mix caught between your teeth.”

“No, I didn’t Kimba, and thank you,” said the lion. He slid his tongue along
his teeth. It was berry. Oh, he was a �red cub.

Chris�an’s friends gathered in closer to the log, to hear him be�er.



“Some animals across the river have already been affected by the visitor.
It’s true,” said the cub. “I think it’s his s�nky breath, I don’t know. Or his
ro�en teeth…”

“Its s�nky breath… its ro�en teeth,” Kimba corrected.

“Right,” said Chris�an. “…Or the warts on his – its - toes and nose… or that
ghastly crown of spikes… It makes the animals scared and they all run, each
one to his home.’

“Do you know why that is?” asked Seta. She was a cheetah from the grass
plains in the western region of the forest.

“As I said, I am not completely sure,” admi�ed the cub, “Although I have
my theories.”

“Like maybe he spreads stories?” suggested the cheetah.

“Or he makes them afraid of each other,” said Wiggles. He wasn’t even
swinging or hanging from branches this morning. Like the others, he was
taking Chris�an’s story quite seriously.

“Could be,” said the lion cub. “But I think it’s because he makes animals
realise they are all different.”

“Different? How so?” asked Zeb.

“Like you have stripes,” Chris�an began, “And I have these paws. Mila does
that fancy light up thing with her tail. Seta has those spots. Kimba, her
pouch. Wiggles, well, Wiggles…”

“Someone has to silence that spiky, mean monster which is making the
animals distance themselves and stay away from others,” peeped Mila.

Chris�an was proud of his li�le firefly friend, who since her encounter with
Ben, one of the great eagles, had been speaking up – and using full
sentences when addressing others.

“How does the story finish?” Zeb asked. “It’s one of your best one’s
Chris�an, but what happens next? Do they nail the monster? Do they cut
off his spikes?”



Wiggles jumped up and down: “Do they Chris�an? Huh?”

“Quiet!” snapped Kimba. “Chris�an didn’t make this one up.” She spoke
kindly to the cub now: “Did you hear how it ends Chris�an? Did your
parents say anything about the monster going away?”

Chris�an shrank back from the log, not knowing quite how the story about
the monster finished, reluctant to con�nue. Mila peeped up again, “Is that
the whole story, Chris�an? It doesn’t seem quite finished?”

Chris�an rubbed his chin with a paw, “It’s not finished. Not that I know of.”
He looked out across the loyal gathering of friends. They looked back at
him. He took a deep breath and puffed out his chest, for effect: “To be
con�nued…” he announced.

That evening, he tried to overhear his parents again, but when no more
was said about the intruder in the forest, he decided to ask for himself.

“What is wrong my cub?” Chris�an’s mother asked, no�cing his concern.

“I overhead something the other night,” he said, “…Yesterday night,
actually. I overhead you guys talking while I was on the way to the
bathroom.” He wasn’t about to tell them about him having his ear against
their door.

His mother frowned: “What did you overhear?”

“I overheard you and Dad talk about the intruder – the one who has come
to the Rainbow Forest.”

“You did?” his mother looked concerned.

“Yes,” said the cub.

“What did you hear?” asked his mom.

“That he causes animals to separate and not spend �me together.
Everyone separates each one to his own home. He causes division and
isola�on. I don’t like him Momma.”

“Do you know what… neither do I,” his mother said.



“Can’t we ask him to go?” Chris�an asked.

He frowned when his mother answered, “He might be around for a li�le
while longer.”

“But make him go,” insisted the cub.

“When he comes to our side of the forest, we will also have to be safe and
stay indoors for longer than usual, because he can be mean, but if we are
wise and prac�ce safety, we don’t have to be scared.”

“I like my friends,” Chris�an protested. “I don’t want to turn against them…
even if they are different to me. Even if Zeb is annoying with that loud
chewing he does when he eats grass. Even if Mila follows me everywhere I
go, and Wiggles jumps up and down like he’s a kangaroo at �mes. We are
different, and that is ok.”

Chris�an’s mom was confused. “Now what is this about Chris�an?” she
asked.

“You and Dad said the monster makes animals turn against each other.
Why else would everyone stay away from each other?”

The lioness placed a reassuring paw on Chris�an’s shoulder: “Chris�an, the
animals aren’t staying away from each other because they dislike each
other’s differences and have turned against one another. The intruder your
father and I were talking about is a virus, a sickness. It makes animals sick
and so animals need to stay safe, un�l it has passed through the forest. It
won’t turn you against your friends, or divide you,” she con�nued. “You are
stronger than that cub. You can find ways to stay together, even if you have
to be safe for a li�le while and stay indoors.”

“So you mean he isn’t whispering lies to divide us?”

“No,” said Chris�an’s mother, “… But there is something that does do that,
an intruder as invisible as the virus.”

“Which intruder is that Momma?”



“It’s a monster called Racism. It makes animals in the forest grow weary of
animals who are different to themselves. They stop apprecia�ng one
another’s stripes and spots and pointy noses. They isolate out of choice.”

“That is terrible. Is Racism a virus like the other one?”

“No,” said Chris�an’s mom, “But it’s just as invisible and when you catch it,
it’s not your body that hurts and becomes sick… it’s your heart.”

“Is there a cure for these things?” Chris�an asked.

“Not yet for Coronavirus, as it is called,” said his mom, “… But there is a
cure for Racism.”

“What is that?”

“Look forward to �me together and make sure you no�ce and appreciate
what is unique about each animal. Learn to laugh about these differences.
Learn how these differences help you stand together as a team. We would
not be a Rainbow Forest were all the animals the same.”

“It would be boring,” said Chris�an. “How would I tell my stories? They
would all sound the same because all of the characters would be iden�cal.
Then, everyone in the audience would look the same!”

Chris�an’s thoughts returned to the virus and as he thought of the
monster, he covered his eyes with his paws. “Will it be ok, Mom?” he asked
the ques�on he had wanted to ask her since they had started talking.

His mother sighed. “We will get through it together.”

Chris�an thought he saw tears in his mother’s eyes. “Mom,” he said.

“Yes cub?”

“Remember… Grace,” he said.

“Yes. Grace,” she smiled.

Chris�an was relieved that his side of the river was s�ll safe from the virus
and his friends were s�ll safe to gather to hear the rest of his story the next
morning. He stood to address his audience, which seemed to have doubled



overnight. Sensa�onalists, he thought. Why did animals always want scary,
grim news? But he could see from their concerned expressions they
needed to hear from him. Like him, they also needed to know how the
story ended.

“Some�mes,” he began. “There are things too big for a cub to understand.”

“A cub and a zebra foal,” agreed Zeb.

“We don’t have all the answers,” said Chris�an. “So today I won’t pretend
to.”

He gazed lovingly at his friends’ faces. He loved each one. Zeb with his
stripes… the way his mouth chewed constantly… the way his back hoof
twitched every �me he spoke. He loved the guy. Then there was Mike, who
sat to a�en�on, meerkat-style, each �me Chris�an shared a story. He
didn’t join the others every day and Chris�an wondered why he had invited
Mike to story�me or on one of their adventures more o�en. He would do
so in future… Then Mila, whose light was par�cularly handy during darker
moments in their journey … such a bright li�le bug she was. How he would
miss their faces if he had to stay safe from the monster, for a while.

He determined that day that he would tell his friends a story they would
remember for a long �me to come. He didn’t know when next he would
stand on his log to address them.

He even loved his log. He had stood on it from when he was a very small
cub. He wondered whether he would be able to drag it into the family’s
cavern for safekeeping while they had to keep safe from the virus.

He picked up from the story of the previous day: “The spiky monster went
through the Rainbow Forest,” he began, “… Some said he was not real.
Others were afraid. But all said to stay safe from him - it. It had s�nky
breath and no-one wants to be outdoors when a monster with s�nky
breath passes over.”

“I like the way you are telling the story today,” said Kylie Chameleon.
Chris�an had not no�ced her in the audience. Had she been there the
previous day? How many �mes had she listened to his stories? Chameleons



could be hard to no�ce and Chris�an was glad she was there with them,
that day.

Chris�an con�nued: “He passed through the Rainbow Forest… stomp…
stomp… stomp… and although the en�re forest trembled, the animals
refused to be separated, even though they had to go hide away, in their
own homes. This was because there was a thought more terrible than the
Corona Monster - as he was named - and this was that the striped animals
would never again see the spo�ed ones; or the sleek ones see the slow
ones; or the velvet-furred ones, the quilled ones. Each animal knew he was
part of something bigger that must be saved – the Rainbow Forest. So
when the monster stamped and fla�ened whole gro�os, whole burrows
and caves, the animals kept up their unity. The ones in the trees sang, new
songs, which others in far off places could hear. Some sent birds – Tweet
Mail - with le�ers. Others, dug burrows to the meadow where they
gathered food, staying safe and covered from the spreading venom of the
giant. Those who gathered more food than others, le� it at the entrances
of the burrows and dens of those who had no food, and in the evenings
when it was par�cularly s�ll, some animals roared, some bellowed, and
some squeaked with all their might. They made a noise so each would
know that he or she was not alone… un�l the monster had passed right
through and was then gone forever.”

Chris�an sighed now: “Some say if it hadn’t been for the smelly-breathed
creature, the animals might never have realised how precious each stripe,
each spot, each pointy nose, each flat face was – for they had once been
afraid of these differences, but when the creature came, they saw their
differences differently. The day the smelly-breathed monster came,
another monster fled – the monster of division – not Coronavirus, but the
monster of Racism. And so they were saved from their hard hearts because
they learned the only way to save the Rainbow forest was to keep on
calling out to each other, and to stand as one against the wart-toed fiend.”

The cub took a deep breath before concluding his story: “Momma says it is
a true story. She says the monster could actually come this side of the
river.”



The animal audience was silent now.

“Then we must be safe,” said the cub. “I might have to be in the gro�o a
li�le longer than usual. But she also said the monster would eventually
pass through the Rainbow Forest, and we would change – for the be�er -
because of him.”

Kimba wiped a tear from her eyes.

“Are you okay?” asked the cub. Tough Kimba… cry?

“Just a li�le scared,” the kangaroo admi�ed. Mila flew over to offer her
some light and comfort.

“I will miss your different faces,” said Chris�an. “There are so many designs
and colours… why had I not no�ced before? I will carry them in my heart
and use them to inspire even more stories. We will meet at this same log
again.”

“When?” asked Wiggles.

“I don’t know,” said the cub.

Zebulun’s jaw moved clockwise now. He was deep in thought.

Carefree Zeb… deep in thought?

“I heard a similar story once when we were out there grazing, down by the
meadow,” the zebra said.

“A similar one?” Chris�an asked.

“Don’t tell me you don’t know?” said the Zebra. “My grandmother, faded
stripes that she has, knows just about every story in the forest. She says
there’s no such thing as a new story. Not really. Especially not if you are an
animal who listens. I listened to your story Chris�an and I don’t think it’s
new.”

‘Oh,” Chris�an felt a li�le disappointed. He had hoped his story about the
s�nky virus would be his best story ever.



‘Nope,” Zeb explained. “Winter comes to the Rainbow Forest every now
and then. It is invariable.”

“You mean inevitable,” corrected Seta.

“Yes, unirritable,”said Zeb.

Seta refrained from correc�ng him a second �me.

Zeb con�nued: “And even if you don’t care much about winter, it will come.
It is the same for every animal in the Rainbow Forest. As different as we
are, some things are the same for all of us.”

“It’s true,” said Mike the meerkat. He sat bolt upright, pointy snout alert,
paws firm against his chest and tail to a�en�on. “I have felt the coldest of
winters.”

“So have I,” said Mila. “It was during a very cold winter that I learned how
to shine from my tail. Before this, I was afraid. Winter taught me true
friends survive the wind, and a�erwards, are even be�er friends for it.”

“I like that,” said Chris�an. “Paw five.” He held up a paw and Mila high-
fived it with her �ny firefly hand.

“So who’s going to race me to the other side of the forest?”

It was a story that Chris�an had told but it was more than just a story and
every animal knew it as they le� to chase a�er Chris�an the Lion Cub, the
best storyteller in the forest.

 

 

12 – The rainbow of hope

 

When all is said and done, it must be known, however windy the season,
there is always hope. Chris�an was always told about the rainbow. His dad
went to great lengths to explain it to him. He would say, “Chris�an,
some�mes there are storms, but hold on �ghtly through the night, because



morning always comes. The sun will always rise in the east and set in the
west. The stars will con�nue to shine each night. Then, a�er the rain
ceases, there will be peace, and you will look and see a rainbow in the sky.
It’s the King’s promise. He has woven hope into the very fabric of the
forest. You cannot escape hope any more than you can escape the
impending growth of your mane or moul�ng of your coat.”

Chris�an loved to see the rainbow. It was very important to his dad, so it
was very important to him. There was a story about the forest’s beginnings
and the very first rainbow. This was the one Ben, the great eagle, had been
talking about, when he said he had heard Chris�an’s rainbow story from a
li�le bird, who had heard it from another bird, who had heard Chris�an’s
story when he told it to the others from his log podium.

The forest had started with just one tree. This was long ago, his dad said.
The tree was very lonely. One day, things looked especially bad for the tree.
Dark clouds gathered overhead and the winds roared something fierce.

“They roared louder than the migh�est lion,” said Chris�an’s father. “The
tree was even scared.”

“Was it a Weeping Willow tree?” Chris�an asked.

His dad laughed, “No.”

“Sounds like it did a lot of weeping though,” said the cub.

“Even mighty oaks weep,” said his dad.

The storms raged on and the tree shook violently in the wind. He felt like
parts of him were being blown away. His branches felt empty and violated.

When the rain stopped, the tree felt broken. Everything was calm but all
his leaves were gone. “He might’ve been a Weeping Willow just then,” said
his dad. “He was a very sad tree. The Creator whispered to him that he
would paint a sign in the sky that everything was going to be ok. He said
when the tree saw this sign, that it was the hope of be�er �mes ahead.”

This was when the tree first saw the rainbow, the King’s promised sign.



The rainbow was mesmerizingly beau�ful and the tree’s leaves shivered
beneath it with excitement.

When the rainbow faded, the tree felt empty again. But then one morning,
he woke up to see li�le green leaves sca�ered all around him, as far as the
eye could see. Where had they come from?

Day by day, the leaves grew taller, un�l they too became trees.

The mighty and brave oak was no longer lonely.

“Thank you,” he said to the Creator. “Your sign in the sky was a good sign
indeed. There is a whole forest of trees now.”

The Creator laughed: “Silly tree – did you not know that I allowed the
storm to shake the seeds from your branches into the wind, to be carried
to the farthest corners of the land, so that you would no longer be alone. It
is because of the storm that you are now part of a forest.”

“And that is the story of the Rainbow Forest and of hope,” Chris�an’s dad
told him. “Always keep hope. Always believe that the King works
everything out for your good. Even when you can’t understand. Even when
you are afraid.”

It was this way when Christmas arrived the year of the plague. Posi�ve as
they had tried to be, the animals of the forest had been shaken by the
visitor and one of the effects of the virus was a shadow of despair over the
forest. A great �me of famine had ensued and Chris�an was afraid. He and
his family had had to spend more �mes indoors than they were used to,
while the unwelcome visitor swept through the forest. Now Chris�an and
his family sat sheltered indoors, and Chris�an tried hard to focus on
Christmas, finding this very hard, with the forest and his friends seeming
very far away.

His dreams at reaching the Great Mountain felt sha�ered and he
considered the mountain from the cave's entrance, every morning, every
evening. The King who made the sunrise and the sunset, con�nued to do
so, even though the animals lives had very much come to a stands�ll, as



they had been warned to stay safe indoors un�l the monster had swept
through the forest and gone on its way.

Chris�an imagined this was how the storms had raged in the story of the
forest's beginnings, in the story of the very first rainbow, which his father
had told him and which he had shared with the others.

The family’s Christmas tree was late to go up this par�cular year. It wasn’t
that no-one had wanted a tree up, rather that there had been so much
ac�vity in the gro�o, so much to a�end to, the tree had taken backstage.

Chris�an had had to be home-schooled for part of that year, and his grand
adventures had been reduced to helping around the cave. Grace had
tagged around behind him, day in and day out, and on that par�cular day,
feeling a li�le overwhelmed, the cub had gone to spend some �me in the
open green area around the cave’s entrance, for a breath of fresh air.

The clearing where he usually met with the King was off bounds, as the
disease meant animals needed to keep their respec�ve distances, and this
meant he had had to meet with the King in his own secret garden. This
secret garden was between a hedge and a wall of trees. In one area, was a
wild apple tree, and it was beneath here that Chris�an would sit, to speak
his heart to the only one who could turn the situa�on.

On this day, Chris�an arrived to sit beneath the wild apple tree, to speak
with the King, holding the snow globe in his paws.

Today, he didn’t know what words to speak.

“It is me,” he said to the King. His own words seemed clumsy to him: “Here
again and s�ll lost,” he said. “I am not myself. Not today. Not yesterday.
Tomorrow I might s�ll feel out of sorts. Where did the rainbow go, Your
Majesty?”

He clung to the snow globe, trying hard not to cry.

“I said, where did the rainbow go, Your Majesty? It is a lot for a cub to
carry.”



“I know,” said the King. “But don’t stop Christmas because of what is
happening around you. You might not be yourself today. Tomorrow you
might be out of sorts. But I have never changed. I work all things for my
purposes and for your ul�mate good. Did you know how the Rainbow
Forest was formed?”

“Father says there was a storm that shook everything.”

“Yes,” said the King. “There was a tree – a brave tree, but a scared tree –
and the winds shook it, and the tree held on through the storm. In the
morning, when the rainbow came, he saw that the winds had carried the
seeds – the life that was inside of him -all the way to the furthest corners
of the world, to make the Rainbow Forest. Many trees were given life
because the tree was shaken. One became many, did you see? I didn’t take
away in the storm. I did not subtract. I mul�plied.”

“That tree was far braver than me,” said the cub.

“If he was, he didn’t know it,” said the King. “He was just trying to hold on.
And I held him through the storm.”

“It is Christmas, and I cannot go on an adventure as I always do,” said
Chris�an. “Each Christmas, I plan something grand. The one �me, we took
wood and we made wooden sleds and went down the grass slopes. Even
Kimba. She objected the whole way, but she went too.”

Tears slid down Chris�an’s face as he turned the globe upside down,
leaving white flecks dri�ing downwards to collect by the upside-down
ceiling of the �ny forest.

“The one Christmas, Mila gathered all her friends and family, and we sang
carols by firefly light. There were so many ‘pops’ as all of those �ny tails lit
up, we had to laugh! It was spectacular. Even the kangaroos thudded out a
beat with their tails, and we sang The Li�le Drummer Boy be�er than we
have ever sung it!”

Chris�an smiled as he remembered that Christmas.

“There was another Christmas when I woke up really early and before
anyone else was awake, had already guessed what all of my presents were.



That year, my father gave me a compass and I went through the en�re
forest, or it felt like the en�re forest, and pretended I was the greatest
explorer who had ever lived. But I can’t find that compass now. I can’t find
it Your Majesty… not even in the cave. We can’t even find the stupid
Christmas tree, to put it up.”

Chris�an held the upside-down globe close to his heart.

He con�nued: “That same Christmas, we told campfire stories and each
animal had a turn to pretend to be someone else in the forest. I pretended
to be one of the great eagles. I am a be�er lion than I am an eagle, but we
had some good laughs.”

“You do make a good lion,” said the King. “Maybe it’s �me to roar?”

“To roar?” asked the cub. “But I can’t!”

“Remember the story of the very first rainbow,” said the King. “The tree
was scared, but he didn’t know he had so much life in him, and the wind
sca�ered the seeds of life in him, and the en�re Rainbow Forest was born.
There’s so much light inside of you. I put it there… into each animal… but
into you… Chris�an the Lion Cub. Tell the story to the other animals. Tell
them your best story yet.”

“My best story yet,” repeated the cub.

“Tell the story of a cub and a King. Tell the story of a cub who refused to
give up, even when no-one else could see the ship made of cloud, with the
captain steering it towards the Great Mountain,” said the King.

“Mila could see it,” Chris�an said.

“Yes,” said the King. “Tell them. Tell the story of a cub who sang to woo a
nigh�ngale, and who discovered the song in his heart that he was born to
sing. Tell about the great eagles, and the life-giving water that comes from
the mountain, and how I am at the top of the tallest tree, and even here,
by the entrance of your cave. Then one day, as that brave li�le tree did,
you will look to see the rainbow, as though for the first �me. You will
realise the storm is over, and that the wind has carried the seeds of truth
from your heart to other animals and given them hope. You will see green



shoots of new life all around you, because I am with you, and the wind is at
My command. And your heart will be glad, because many will know the life
you have with Me, because you dared to open your heart, and trust me for
a roar!”

Just then, he heard some rustling in the apple tree. He looked to see
Taniya, only in this light, her mousy brown colour seemed golden. She was
somehow different.

She had no words for the cub, but she began to sing a melody – more
beau�ful than the one Chris�an had heard in the forest many days ago,
when he had first met the bird. She sang about her love for the Rainbow
Forest, and about her cub friend, who had s�lled to listen, and how her
song was made more beau�ful, because she knew he had been heard. She
sang about how love had set her free.

She did not stay and Chris�an wished he could follow her, all the way to
ends of the forest, to hear more but he could not leave his home, just yet.
But now he understood that there was a song each animal, each bird, had
been born to sing.

He studied the snow globe in his hands. He no�ced the li�le, life-like trees
in the miniature Rainbow Forest were upside-down, but they had not
fallen, as he had once thought they might if turned the wrong way around.
They remained rooted. All that had happened in the �ny globe was that
snow had been gathered – posi�oned – for a magical moment of
transforma�on.

“If you don’t believe your own story, who will?” the King asked the cub.

Chris�an could see his own reflec�on in the snow globe. What a journey it
had been, from that first mee�ng with the King in the clearing. Did he
really believe everything from his adventures? Did he really believe his own
story? Was there really a King listening to Him, speaking to his heart, who
held the en�re Rainbow Forest in his hands?

Yes!

“Here I am, Your Majesty,” he said.



“Please,” said the King. “From now on, I would like you to call me by my
name. Jesus.”

Chris�an swivelled the snow globe around in his paws. Snow dri�ed onto
the Rainbow Forest, to transform everything.

“Jesus,” the cub’s heart glowed as He said the King’s name.

“Here I am,” he said, to the King, “Chris�an the Lion Cub at your service,
Ready for my greatest adventure yet.” Shi�ing his gaze upwards, and with a
great story on his heart, he opened his mouth to roar!

 


